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Executive Summary
Trout Unlimited (TU) and the Center for Ecosystem Management and Restoration (CEMAR) prepared
this Streamflow Improvement Plan (SIP) as part of the Coastal Streamflow Stewardship Project
(CSSP). The CSSP is an effort led by TU and CEMAR with support from the California State Coastal
Conservancy which has grown to include many other funding and conservation partners. The
purpose of CSSP is to enhance water supply reliability and restore good streamflow conditions in
targeted rivers and streams.
Through CSSP, TU and CEMAR initially selected four coastal watersheds to test our belief that it is
possible to improve streamflows in a way that benefits landowners, and specifically that it makes
sense to apply a systematic, watershed‐scale approach that brings together landowner interests,
streamflow gauging and water availability analyses, site specific habitat‐flow studies, and
coordinated management of water diversions. The Grape Creek watershed is one of the first four
watersheds for which we are developing Streamflow Improvement Plans. The others are the
Mattole River (Humboldt and Mendocino counties), San Gregorio Creek (San Mateo County), and
Little Arthur Creek (Santa Clara County). We have also begun work in Chorro Creek (San Luis Obispo
County) and Pescadero Creek (San Mateo County). In addition, TU and CEMAR are members of the
Russian River Coho Water Resources Partnership (Coho Partnership) that is working in four
additional Sonoma County watersheds using methods based largely on CSSP. 1 (The Coho Partnership
is also pursuing other kinds of habitat restoration and conducting biological monitoring.) This
Streamflow Improvement Plan is a roadmap for prioritizing and implementing high priority,
streamflow improvement projects with multiple public benefits and a diversity of approaches.
0F

Grape Creek is a tributary to Dry Creek, thence the Russian River in Sonoma County, California.
Grape Creek and its major tributary drain an area of approximately 3.2 square miles. The Grape and
Wine Creek watersheds are privately owned and predominant land uses include viticulture
(winegrape production and wineries) and rural residences. The Grape Creek watershed supports
steelhead trout (Central California Coast DPS) and coho salmon (Central California Coast ESU).
Central California Coast (CCC) steelhead are listed as threatened and CCC coho are listed as
endangered under the Federal Endangered Species Act. The National Marine Fisheries Service’s
(NMFS) CCC Coho Recovery Plan identified Grape and Wine creeks as a Core Priority Area for CCC
coho (NMFS 2012). Grape Creek was selected as a pilot watershed because low flow was
determined to be a critical but not intractable limiting factor, because a critical mass of landowners
expressed their interest and support in collaborative problem‐solving with us, and because it ranked
high in federal and state recovery plan prioritization.
1

Early work in Grape Creek was funded through CSSP prior to the development of the Coho Partnership and
NFWF Keystone Initiative. Therefore, the Grape Creek Streamflow Improvement Plan background is focused
on CSSP, but subsequent SIPs for Russian River sub‐watersheds will be Coho Partnership efforts.
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Our work in Grape Creek builds on many years of effort on the part of landowners, non‐profit
organizations, public agencies and others to restore habitat and fisheries in the watershed by
tackling the threats that water diversion and low flow present to salmonids, marking the first time
streamflow recovery has been addressed as a restoration strategy in Grape Creek. Complementary
efforts through the Russian River Coho Water Resources Partnership have allowed us to expand this
work and to couple streamflow restoration projects with post‐project fisheries monitoring.

Grape Creek Streamflow Improvement Plan
The purpose of the Grape Creek Streamflow Improvement Plan (SIP) is to increase understanding of
the relationship of flows to habitat and to identify specific measures that moderate the impact of
dry season water demand. In years of sufficient natural streamflow, demand management through
storage and modified diversion practices should maintain a flow regime that is protective of the
various life history stages of salmon.
Section 1 provides an overview of the Coastal Streamflow Stewardship Project, describes our
rationale for selecting Grape Creek as a pilot CSSP watershed, and details the tasks and activities we
initiated in the watershed through CSSP. Though the information is specific to Grape Creek, it
provides an overview of the efforts and tasks likely to be essential to any streamflow improvement
program in coastal areas.
Section 2 describes existing conditions relevant to developing a streamflow improvement approach
in Grape Creek. These include the ecological setting, rainfall and discharge, human land and water
use, anadromous fisheries and habitat, factors limiting salmonid recovery, and previous restoration
projects in the watershed.
Upon confirming that developing a streamflow improvement approach in the watershed was
feasible and justified and investigating the general constraints and opportunities presented by
patterns of discharge, water use, and fish life cycle needs, we needed to better understand the
specific water needs of human and fish populations in the watershed. Only then could we begin to
understand the options for meeting the needs of both.
Section 3 analyzes human water needs relative to available water supply and streamflow. It provides
estimates for human water need at different temporal scales (annual, seasonal, daily) and compares
human water need with water supply and flow at those scales. The analyses provide the rationale
for our approach by detailing how sufficient water is available in Grape Creek to meet human needs
on an annual scale, by highlighting the disparity between discharge in the rainy versus dry seasons,
comparing discharge with seasonal human need, and by evaluating the impacts that the current
diversion regime has on streamflow through the year at a daily scale.
Section 4 characterizes the needs of anadromous fish and their relationship to flow and habitat.

CEMAR
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Section 5 uses the information in Sections 3 and 4 to define streamflow improvement objectives,
provide recommendations for meeting those objectives, and describe permitting considerations.
This Section provides a roadmap for achieving both the physical/infrastructure and
social/management changes necessary to ensure streamflow improvement. In Grape Creek, these
recommendations include:
 Change water management practices resulting in acute and detectable impacts to
streamflow and continuing to monitor for acute reductions in flow
 Improve surface flow upstream of the treatment reach in Grape and Wine creeks by
completing off‐stream storage and conservation projects with irrigators diverting from
wells adjacent to Grape Creek, working with a water user with a pending water right
application, and implementing a small domestic tank program for residential users on
Wine Creek
 Determine if modifications to groundwater use and recharge projects will result in
streamflow improvements in the treatment reach by refining knowledge of surface‐
groundwater interactions in Grape Creek
 Encourage and enable landowner‐led efficiency and storage projects with streamflow
benefits
 Complete habitat and barrier removal projects in key streamflow improvement reaches

Section 6 describes monitoring efforts, long‐term threats to the water savings recommended in this
SIP, and strategies to ensure durable results.
This SIP illustrates how the Grape Creek watershed is serving and can continue to serve as a
watershed‐scale model for salmonid recovery efforts that benefit both fisheries and coastal
communities.
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m
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ever successfully completed projects to improve streamflow by working cooperatively with water
users.
We created CSSP to test an approach to break through the stalemate and distrust that regularly
characterize issues of water diversion, water rights, and streamflow in coastal systems. We do so by
identifying and developing high priority and technically and socially feasible projects that yield
benefits for fisheries and human populations and also have demonstration value beyond the pilot
watersheds. We hypothesized that, in many cases, shifting water demand from the dry season to
the rainy season would benefit salmon and steelhead populations and meet human water needs.
We believed that this could be done by developing tanks and farm ponds as an alternative to in‐
stream pumps or streamside wells, and could be accompanied by improvements in water use
efficiency and rotations of diversions. We also hypothesized that investing in stream gauges and
habitat‐flow studies could allow us to make practical recommendations for water supply
improvements, and we believed that investing even more heavily in discussions with the people
who live along the streams could allow us to develop mutually beneficial projects.
In sum, the overarching goal of CSSP is to devise a “comprehensive and coordinated approach to
water management and instream flow protection” (California Coastal Conservancy 2008, p.5) that
demonstrates that water rights system reform and fisheries conservation can be accomplished in
tandem with water users.
Through CSSP, we selected four watersheds in which to pilot the approach—the Mattole River in
Humboldt and Mendocino counties, Grape Creek (Russian River watershed) in Sonoma County, San
Gregorio Creek in San Mateo County, and Little Arthur Creek (Pajaro River watershed) in Santa Clara
County (Figure 2). We are now working in two others through CSSP ‐‐ Chorro Creek in San Luis
Obispo County and Pescadero Creek in San Mateo County ‐‐ and four others – Dutch Bill, Green
Valley, Mark West, and Mill creeks, through the Coho Partnership (funded by the National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation). In each of these watersheds, diminished streamflow is limiting salmonid
recovery, but the restoration of streamflow appears promising and feasible, and water users are
eager to participate in conservation‐oriented actions to benefit local fish populations. We selected
watersheds characterized not by seemingly intractable conflict but rather by intermediate water
management challenges that would produce meaningful solutions. We also considered the diversity
and breadth of the watersheds to be important: they are geographically diverse and present an
array of land and water uses and opportunities so as to create flexible models with wide
applicability.
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Rationale for Selecting Grape and Wine Creeks

Grape Greek was chosen as a CSSP pilot watershed because it provided the critical intersection of
feasibility of salmon restoration, degree of impairment of stream by diminished flows, critical mass
of landowners interested in collaboration, federal and state recovery plan prioritization, and a range
of land and water uses with the potential to demonstrate a variety of solutions. The Russian River
watershed is considered especially important in coho salmon recovery, and it also supports
populations of steelhead and Chinook salmon.
In a 1966 report, the California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) 2 estimated the amount of
habitat used by coho salmon (and Chinook salmon and steelhead) in the Russian River and its
various tributaries. While the report does not provide a methods description or a statement of
assumptions allowing evaluation of the reliability of the conclusions, the results nevertheless can be
used to provide a broad context for this examination of Wine and Grape creeks. At that time, DFG
determined that coho used habitat in 20 Russian River tributaries constituting a total habitat
resource of approximately 100 stream miles. The average useable habitat per stream was then five
miles, while the median available habitat per tributary was three miles (based on DFG 1966). Grape
and Wine creeks offer approximately four stream miles of salmonid habitat, making them important
resources in an overall recovery program. The proximity of this habitat to Dry Creek (where
significant restoration efforts are underway) and to other important coho and steelhead producing
tributaries (such as Mill Creek) also weigh in favor of improving flow (and habitat) conditions in
Grape and Wine creeks.
1F

Among many factors making restoration efforts in the Russian particularly attractive are (a) the
extensive human and financial resources represented by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the
Sonoma County Water Agency, and multiple regional and local government organizations and
stakeholder groups; and (b) extensive habitat resources that can be made available through
restoration efforts. Further, a broad coalition of public and private groups has been supporting
restoration through the Russian River Coho Salmon Captive Broodstock Program since 2001.
Our efforts under CSSP are based on our agreement with several conclusions made by previous
researchers: (a) the two most important factors limiting coho recovery in Grape and Wine creeks—
lack of habitat complexity and low summer flow—relate to the interaction of climate and past and
ongoing human activities; (b) programs to restore habitat complexity and landscape‐scale hydrologic
storage capacity should be continued and expanded; and (c) reducing the effect of dry season
diversion on streamflow is critical to Russian River coho recovery. This work in Wine and Grape
creeks is supported by, consistent with, and implements multiple recovery planning efforts and
resource agency priorities, including NMFS’s CCC Coho Recovery Plan, DFG’s Recovery Strategy for

2

On January 1, 2013, the California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) became the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (DFW). When referring to past actions of or documents authored by the Department, we will
refer to DFG rather than DFW.
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Coho Salmon, the California Wildlife Action Plan, and the State Water Resources Control Board’s
Strategic Plan. (See Appendix A for specific recovery plan recommendations put into action through
CSSP.)
After beginning CSSP in Grape Creek, we were able to expand the approach within Grape Creek and
across four other Russian River tributaries through the Russian River Coho Water Resources
Partnership (Coho Partnership), a group of six organizations established to implement the National
Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) Keystone Initiative Business Plan for coho salmon in the
Russian River (KIBP). The Plan aims to restore a viable self‐sustaining population of coho salmon in
the Russian River watershed. These organizations include CEMAR, TU, the Gold Ridge Resource
Conservation District, Sotoyome Resource Conservation District, Occidental Arts and Ecology
Center’s WATER Institute, and University of California Cooperative Extension and California Sea
Grant (UCCE/CSG), in partnership with the Sonoma County Water Agency. The KIBP identified five
key sub‐watersheds in the Russian River basin as critical for near‐term restoration activities where
water management will be critical to restoring coho salmon: Dutch Bill, Green Valley, Mill, Mark
West, and Grape creeks. The project has been funded by NFWF since 2009 and has allowed us to
bring additional resources into Grape Creek and add a fisheries monitoring component to our
streamflow improvement work.

1.3

CSSP Tasks in the Grape Creek Watershed

Our CSSP effort consists of six tasks: identify the pilot watersheds; gather background information
for each; characterize the watersheds; prepare instream flow recommendations and hydrologic data
analysis; engage local participants to develop a legal and institutional framework for coordinated
diversion management; and create Streamflow Improvement Plans.
1.3.1 Gather Background Information
We gathered geophysical, hydrologic, and biological information. Geophysical data, including
topography and geology, were important for defining spatial relationships within our study
watersheds. Hydrologic data (including precipitation and streamflow) were essential for defining the
amount of water typically expected to fall as precipitation and leave the watershed as streamflow,
and the range among wet to dry years. Biological data, including watershed‐ and reach‐scale fish
surveys, allowed us to focus attention on particular reaches based on long‐ and near‐term
documentation of fish presence and use of reaches within each drainage network. In addition, we
compiled information describing human water use based on several sources (e.g., aerial
photographs, water rights information, county assessors data, local expert information), which we
used to define water need (how much water is needed to meet human uses such as irrigation,
domestic, and industrial on an annual scale) and demand (how water is taken from the watershed to
meet those needs through the year).

We drew upon the following resources in developing this Streamflow Improvement Plan:
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California Department of Fish and Game, Stream Inventory Report: Grape Creek (completed
2000, revised 2006)
California Department of Fish and Game, Stream Inventory Report: Wine Creek (completed 2000,
revised 2006)
California Fish Passage Assessment Database
National Marine Fisheries Service, Habitat Restoration and Conservation Plan for Anadromous
Salmonid Habitat in Selected Tributaries of the Russian River Basin (Draft) (2007)
National Marine Fisheries Service, Biological Opinion for Water Supply, Flood Control
Operations, and Channel Maintenance conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the
Sonoma County Water Agency, and the Mendocino County Russian River Flood Control and
Water Conservation Improvement District in the Russian River watershed (2008)
National Marine Fisheries Service, Final Recovery Plan for the Central California Coast coho
salmon Evolutionarily Significant Unit (2012)
State Water Resources Control Board, Electronic Water Rights Information Management System
Taylor, R.N., Grey, T.D., Knoche, A.L., and Love, M., Russian River Stream Crossing Inventory and
Fish Passage Evaluation – Final Report (2003)
University of California Cooperative Extension and California Sea Grant, Summer Survival of
hatchery released young‐of‐the‐year coho in relation to flow and other environmental variables
in Russian River tributaries (2012)
U.S. Geologic Survey hydrology data from gauges including Maacama Creek near Kellogg
(11463900), Pena Creek near Geyserville (11465150), and Austin Creek near Cazadero
(11467200)

1.3.2 Characterize Watersheds
For CSSP, we made several efforts to generate new information and resources relevant to
streamflow restoration in Grape and Wine creeks. Property owners, residents, and vineyard and
winery staff provided information about streamflow, fisheries, patterns of land use, and water use
in the watershed. We also estimated residential, agricultural, and industrial water use among
various time scales (annual, seasonal, daily), and worked with Geographic Information System (GIS)
technicians at UCCE to develop a GIS‐based hydrologic model to evaluate the impacts of diversions
on streamflow in the Grape Creek watershed. The GIS model allows for evaluations of impacts
across time (such as over a year at a given location), as well as impacts throughout the drainage
network on a particular date. The cumulative impacts models were used to create unimpaired and
impaired streamflow estimates at locations within the watershed.
We also installed a network of six year‐round streamflow gauges in the Grape Creek drainage
network (Figure 3) to collect stream and tributary‐specific streamflow data, which was essential for
improving our understanding of individual and cumulative impacts on streamflow and fish habitat
locally within each watershed and for evaluating the feasibility of proposed management practices
and projects. Streamflow gauges have operated in the Grape Creek watershed since 2006, when the
first gauge was placed on Wine Creek as part of a regional hydrology study by UCCE in Dry Creek
Valley. When that two‐year project ended, we continued to operate the Wine Creek gauge and
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deployed three additio
onal gauges in
n the beginnin
ng of water yyear 2009 (No
ovember‐Deceember 2008).
uge in Grape Creek in sprin
ng 2010 at W
West Dry Creekk Road and a sixth on
We installed a fifth gau
Grape Cre
eek near Dry Creek
C
in June
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streamflo
ow in Grape Creek and Win
ne Creek, upstream and doownstream off their confluence;
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utary to Grapee Creek above the Wine Creek
confluencce to compare
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ach for Coho Partnership
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uence of Dry
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pass through
the alluviu
um of Dry Cre
eek Valley.

Figure 3. Streamflow gauge
es in the Grape Creek watersheed

Two different brands of
o pressure transducers, Azonde 2220 ttransducers and data colleectors and In‐
d water level (e.g., Figure
Situ Level TROLL 500s, were used ass stream gaugges to measu re and record
4). Each gauge
g
measurres and record
ds water stagge and water temperature every fifteen
n minutes
(Azonde sensors
s
also measure
m
and record air tem
mperature). TThe Azonde trransducers reelay data in
real‐time to an antenn
na in the wate
ershed with In
nternet conneectivity. We rregularly uplo
oad the data
from gaugges without In
nternet connectivity. We measured
m
str eamflow app
proximately one time each
h
month in each reach using either Prrice Mini or AA
A current meeters (depend
ding on flow cconditions).
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Measured
d streamflow values were correlated with stage dataa at the time of measurem
ment to createe
rating currves accordingg to standard
d United State
es Geological Survey (USGSS) protocols ((Rantz 1982)
and these
e curves were
e used to estim
mate streamfflow in cubic ffeet per seco
ond (ft3/s) at 1
15‐minute
intervals for
f all stage data
d
measured by the presssure transdu cer.

Figure 4 A‐‐B. Streamflow gauges in Grape
e Creek: (A) Submerged sensor at end of Azond
de pressure tran
nsducer and stafff
plate; (B) Azonde
A
antenna
a and cable

The streamflow, stage and temperaature data are
e available onnline in the Sttreamflow Daata Center at:
ww.cemar.orgg/Grape_Cree
ek.html. Indivvidual gauge llinks are belo
ow:
http://ww







Gr01 ‐ Wine Crreek Above Grape
G
Creek Confluence
C
Gr02 ‐ Grape Creek
C
Above Wine
W Creek Confluence
C
Gr03 ‐ Grape Creek
C
Below Wine
W Creek Confluence
Gr04 ‐ Tributarry To Grape Creek
C
Above Wine
W Creek
Gr05 ‐ Grape Creek
C
At Westt Dry Creek Road
R
Gr06 ‐ Grape Creek
C
Near Drry Creek

The real‐ttime informattion has been
n valuable to us
u and our paartners in Graape Creek as iin other
watershed
ds. Each landowner that hosts
h
a gauge has allowed tthe data to b
be publicly avaailable and
accessible
e and many have enjoyed the
t ability to access stage data as well.. Accessing th
he gauge dataa
online hass allowed us to
t monitor fo
or any potentiial problems in data collecction (e.g., if tthe gauge is
damaged during storm
m events) and to target field visits for st reamflow meeasurements,, saving both
nd time.
money an
1.3.3 In
nstream Flow
w Recommend
dations and Data
D
Analysiss
In addition to streamflow data colle
ection and analysis, we connducted a site‐specific stu
udy in Grape
entify the stre
eamflow thre
esholds that ooffer adequate protectionss for
and Wine creeks to ide
diversionss to operate in winter (as an
a alternative
e to dry seasoon diversion) while minimiizing impacts
to steelhe
ead trout and coho salmon
n. This inform
mation is appliicable to instrream improveement
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projects that may require new water rights. This study helps to define the threshold conditions that
must occur for winter diversions to operate under an appropriative water right. Because of the
potential for spring and summer to be dry, and because of policy requirements for new diversions,
we focused on the flow thresholds that are necessary to maintain processes that occur in winter,
namely fish passage during moderate and low‐flow conditions. Because of the nature of any new
winter diversions proposed through cooperative instream flow projects (e.g., not likely to exceed 0.5
ft3/s), it is highly unlikely that proposed diversions would affect channel‐forming flows. To the extent
that they may have impacts on biological processes that occur during winter base flow conditions
(e.g., spawning), these thresholds can be incorporated into the terms of proposed water rights to
ensure that depth and velocity thresholds for spawning and rearing are exceeded before water is
diverted for human use.
1.3.4 Engage Participants and Develop Legal Framework
In each of the watersheds, we established relationships with landowners. To facilitate the permitting
and implementation of streamflow enhancement projects, we worked with watershed partners and
water users to (a) identify the timing, quantity, and type of human water demand on stream
systems, (b) define the elements of possible projects (water use changes, infrastructure, location,
permit terms) and begin to analyze project feasibility, and (c) develop the legal and institutional
framework to support coordinated water management at the watershed scale. In some cases,
streamflow data provided insights into on‐going water diversions and water management strategies,
and we used that information to guide our outreach to and recruitment of project participants.
We also worked to ensure that CSSP was consistent with legal and policy changes relevant to
anadromous fisheries and water rights and water use. Since beginning CSSP, two changes have been
particularly relevant to water users and streamflow project permitting in the Grape Creek
watershed: the Policy for Maintaining Instream Flows in Northern California Coastal Streams (North
Coast Instream Flow Policy) and the Russian River Frost Protection Reasonable Use Regulation, both
promulgated and adopted by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB).
North Coast Instream Flow Policy. The SWRCB adopted the policy ‐‐ which was required by
California Assembly Bill 2121 ‐‐ in May 2010 and it went into effect on September 28, 2010. 3 The
Grape Creek watershed is located within the policy area, which extends from the Mattole River to
San Francisco (including streams draining into northern San Pablo Bay) (SWRCB 2010, p. 13). The
policy applies to new water right applications (appropriative, small domestic use, small irrigation use
2F

3

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/instream_flows/docs/ab2121_0210/ad
opted050410instreamflowpolicy.pdf Note that in response to Living Rivers Council v. State Water Resources
Control Board (Sup. Ct. Alameda County, 2012, No. RG10‐5435923), the Board has vacated the Policy but may
treat it as guidance pending completion of additional CEQA documentation. According to the Board’s website,
“Once the additional CEQA documentation has been completed, the Division of Water Rights will prepare any
necessary or appropriate revisions to the Policy for the State Water Board’s consideration. The State Water
Board will consider re‐adoption of the Policy, with or without revisions, at a future State Water Board
meeting.” http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/instream_flows/
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and stockpond registrations) and water right petitions. It applies to streamflow improvement
projects under CSSP that require new appropriative water rights and/or water rights changes, and it
provides standard terms for bypass flows, rates of diversion, and seasons of diversion based on
regional criteria protective of fisheries resources as well as guidance for site‐specific habitat/flow
instream flow studies. Either avenue can be used to develop criteria for permit applications for high
priority streamflow improvement projects.
Section 3.3.2.5 of the policy also provides incentives for water users wishing to switch the timing of
their diversion from the dry to rainy season (e.g., to off‐stream storage) by providing for expedited
permitting for projects with demonstrable fisheries benefits.
Frost Regulation. In response to the stranding and death of coho and steelhead in the Russian River
watershed in 2008 and 2009, the State Board adopted a reasonable use regulation concerning
diversions for frost protection in the Russian River watershed (23 Cal. CCR 3 § 862) on September
20, 2011. 4 The rule was scheduled to take effect on March 14, 2012 but is stayed pursuant to
ongoing litigation. The regulation provides that any diversion of water from the Russian River stream
system, including the pumping of hydraulically connected groundwater, for purposes of frost
protection, from March 15 through May 15, shall be “unreasonable” and a violation of water code –
unless the water is diverted in accordance with a Board‐approved “Water Demand Management
Program” (WDMP). If the stay is lifted and the regulation is enforced, it would intersect with CSSP in
at least three ways: (a) it would require frost protection water users to take steps to ensure that
water diversions do not cause sudden drops in stage and could lead to additional, compliance‐driven
water management changes, (b) any new projects to restore instream flow that involve frost
protection water use would need to be evaluated to ensure conformity with the regulations, and (c)
the sections of the regulation pertaining to streamflow and diversion monitoring may intersect with
(draw from or contribute to) CSSP data collection efforts.
3F

We have also worked to create incentives for water users to engage in projects to improve instream
flow: working with SWRCB to clarify that roof rainwater harvesting does not require a water right, 5
working with the Wine Institute to pass legislation (Assembly Bill 964 in 2011, sponsored by
Assemblymembers Huffman and Chesbro) to allow registrations for certain small farm ponds similar
to the Small Domestic Use process, and working with SWRCB to disseminate better information
about Water Code Section 1707, 6 which allows landowners to protect their water rights when they
voluntarily forgo diversions.
4F

5F

1.3.5 Establish Streamflow Improvement Plans
Finally, we compiled and integrated the information generated through the tasks above in this SIP.
The purpose of this SIP is to provide the foundation and justification for changing water

4

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/hearings/russian_river_frost/docs/appr
oved_reg.pdf
5
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/board_info/faqs.shtml#rooftop
6
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/applications/instream_flow_dedication
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management practices in Grape and Wine creeks and to guide future actions to improve streamflow
conditions for salmon and steelhead and water supply reliability for water users in the watershed.
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2. Wate
ershed Cha
aracterizatio
on
on describes the ecologicaal setting of Grape
G
and Winne creeks, raiinfall and disccharge,
This sectio
human land and waterr use, anadromous fisherie
es and habitatt, factors limiiting salmonid
d recovery,
and restoration strateggies.

2.1

Eco
ological Settting

The current study conccerns Grape Creek,
C
a tributary of Dry Crreek, itself on
ne of five imp
portant sub‐
basins in the
t Russian River
R
watershed, and Wine
e Creek, a tribbutary to Grap
pe Creek (Figure 5). The
Russian River drains a 1,485 square mile watersh
hed in Mendoocino County and Sonomaa County
portions of
o the Coast Range.
R
The mainstem flow
ws approximattely 90 miles roughly southward from
headwate
ers north of Redwood
R
Valle
ey to near Miirabel Park, w
where the riveer turns west and runs
more than
n 22 miles to its mouth at Jenner. The Sonoma
S
Counnty portion off the Russian River system
m
includes more
m
than 70 named tributaries and co
omprises almoost 500 stream
m miles used by salmonids
(DFG 1966
6). Grape Cre
eek enters Dryy Creek from the west at R
River Mile (RM
M) 7.1 below Warm Springgs
Dam, the 300,000 acre
e‐foot reservo
oir constructe
ed by the Arm
my Corps of En
ngineers in th
he early 1980s
and co‐managed by the Sonoma Co
ounty Water Agency
A
to meeet the needss of its 600,00
00 constituentts
in Sonoma and Marin Counties.
C
Dryy Creek drainss a basin of appproximatelyy 220 square m
miles and
meets the
e Russian Rive
er at approxim
mately RM 32
2, 13.5 miles ddownstream from Warm SSprings Dam.

Figure 5. Grape
e Creek, tributarry to Dry Creek,, Sonoma Countty, CA
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Grape Cre
eek consists of
o 2.85 stream
m miles and drains an areaa of 3.2 squaree miles. The u
upper
portions of
o the basin are in steep te
errain, while the
t 1.5 miles of the creek downstream from the
confluencce of the head
dwater forks flows
f
through
h lower gradiient rolling hills.
Wine Cree
ek is tributaryy to Grape Creek, enteringg the latter 0. 85 miles upsttream from th
he Dry Creek
confluencce. The upperr portion of th
his 2.7‐mile sttream flows tthrough steep
per terrain, w
with its lower
reaches in
n low gradien
nt rolling hills.. It flows rougghly southeasst and drains an area of 1.5
5 square
miles.

2.2

Raiinfall and Diischarge

ology of Grape Creek is typ
pical of Russiaan River tribuutaries and greater Mediteerranean‐
The hydro
climate co
oastal Californ
nia. The Parameter‐elevattion Regressioons on Indepeendent Slopes Model
(PRISM) developed
d
by researchers at
a Oregon Staate Universityy (representin
ng the state‐o
of‐the‐art in
precipitattion modelingg in the weste
ern United Staates) applied to California indicate thatt the 2,200‐
acre Grap
pe Creek
watershed
d receives, on
n
average, 44
4 inches of rain
r
(3.7 feet) per year over
e watershed
the entire
(Figure 6). The quantity of
44 inches of rain
correspon
nds to 8,070
acre‐feet (AF) 7 (or 2.6
er
billion gallons) of wate
falling ontto the Grape
Creek wattershed in an
average year.
y
6F

Though th
he Grape Cree
ek
Figure 6.
6 Rainfall in the
e Grape Creek w
watershed, varying from 43‐45 in
nches in an
watershed
d, like much of
o
average
e year
the Russiaan River
watershed
d, receives a considerable amount of raainfall annuallly, two charaacteristics typ
pical of
Mediterraanean‐climate
e regions placce pressures on
o the humann and biological systems that depend
on water through the year.
y
First, the seasonalityy of rainfall in the region reesults in moree than 90
o the rainfall in the region occurring du
uring the wet half of the yeear (Novembeer‐April).
percent of
Based on nearby rainfaall records reccorded at Heaaldsburg, CA from 1950 to
o 2005, less th
han 3 percentt
of the ave
erage annual rainfall occurrs during July,, August, and September ((Figure 7).

7

An acre‐ffoot is the amo
ount of water covering
c
one accre of land to a depth of onee foot. It is sligh
htly less than
326,000 gaallons.
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Figure 7. Average monthly rainfall in Healdsburg, CA

Second, rainfall is highly variable from one year to the next: the median annual rainfall at
Healdsburg may be 47 inches, but the annual rainfall over the past fifty years has been as high as 85
inches and as low as 15 (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Distribution of annual rainfall, inches, recorded at Healdsburg, CA from 1951 – 2006

Based on analyses of historical rainfall and streamflow records in northern Coastal California, USGS
researchers have concluded that approximately 55 percent of the water that falls in a watershed
leaves as streamflow (Rantz and Thompson 1967). The remainder is stored as groundwater,
absorbed and transpired by plants, and evaporates back to the atmosphere. Using this estimate,
approximately 4,300 AF leaves as discharge from the Grape Creek watershed in an average year.
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Figure 9. Grrape Creek (abovve confluence with
w Wine Creekk) under differen
nt flow conditions
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All the pre
ecipitation th
hat falls on Grrape Creek is exclusively ass rainfall, so a steady recesssion of
streamflo
ow begins at the onset of the dry season
n in spring annd continues tthrough summer and into
fall. Despiite the large amount
a
of waater that falls as precipitattion within the watershed in an averagee
year, streamflow reced
des to approaach or reach intermittencee each summeer (in some p
places
d
(Figures 9 and 10 dep
pict the recesssion.) Observvations over tthe past few
becomingg completely dry).
years have indicated th
hat Grape Cre
eek and Wine
e Creek both ttend to remain wet in the upper canyo
on
o the drainagge network, but
b portions of
o each stream
m within the alluvial portio
on of Dry
portions of
Creek Valley vary among perennial, intermittentt, and dry durring the summ
mer dry seaso
on.

Figure 10.
1 Grape Creek (below West Drry Creek Rd.) unnder different flo
ow conditions

In 2010 an
nd 2011, two years with nearly average
e annual preccipitation relaative to historrical records,
data from
m CSSP gaugess show that Grape
G
Creek above the Winne Creek conffluence and W
Wine Creek
became in
ntermittent in
n July (Figure 11). Grape Creek retainedd pools through the summ
mer, but the
Wine Cree
ek reach becaame complete
ely dry by late
e summer. Allso in both yeears, Grape Crreek remaineed
flowing im
mmediately below the confluence with Wine Creek bbut varied beetween flowin
ng and
intermitte
ent below We
est Dry Creek Road. Couple
ed with addittional observaations beyond
d streamflow
w
data colle
ection describ
bing dry, interrmittent, and flowing reac hes, we can ccharacterize tthe Grape
Creek drainage networrk according to
t summer hyydrologic connditions (Figurre 12).
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4

Wine Creek
Grape C below Winee C

3

Grape C above Winee C

Streamflow, ft3/s

Grape C at W Dry C Rd

2

1

0
M
May

Jun
n

Jul

Aug
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Figure 11. Stre
eamflow record
ded at four CSSP
P Grape Creek sttreamflow gaugees, water year 22010

Figure 12. Spatial representtation of hydrologic conditions in lower Grape Creek in summ
mer
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Human Land and Water Use

e Creek drainage, including the Wine Creek sub‐basiin, is entirely privately owned.
The Grape
Approxim
mately 15 perccent of the waatershed is in
n grape produuction, and otther land usess in the
watershed
d include industrial facilities (i.e., winerries), and resiidences (Figure 13). Viticulture
dominate
es the lower reaches of Graape Creek and
d the upper rreaches and tributaries to Wine Creek.
Rural residences are sp
pread through
hout the watershed and c lustered in reeaches of Win
ne Creek
(along Koch Road) and the southern
n boundary of the Grape CCreek watersh
hed (along Ch
hemise Road).

Figure 13. Graape Creek land use

nant water uses include ressidential, resiidential irrigaation, vineyard irrigation, ffrost
Predomin
protection
n, and wineryy water uses. Methods of acquiring
a
watter and sourcces of water vvary by
property. They include
e direct diverssion and diversion from onn‐stream ponds on Grape and Wine
creeks, grroundwater pumping,
p
rainwater and subterranean ddrain water co
ollection and storage,
surface an
nd underflow
w diversions frrom Dry Creek, and diversiion and storaage from drain
nages outsidee
of the Graape Creek watershed. Multiple landown
ners in the Grrape Creek w
watershed relyy on water
diversion from sourcess other than Wine
W and Graape creeks an d their tributtaries. (See Seection 3 for a
mand and nee
ed.)
more detaailed analysiss of water dem
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Anadromous Fisheries
F
Pop
pulations an
nd Habitat

C
basin is believed to have
h
supporte
ed an indepenndent populaation of steelh
head
The Dry Creek
historicallly, and may have been parrt of a group of
o lower and middle Russian River tribu
utaries
collectively supportingg an independ
dent population of coho saalmon (Bjorksstedt et al. 20
005). 8
d
forr the Russian River indicatte a precipitou
us population
n decline sincce
Population estimates developed
the 1930ss to 1950s eraa (15,000 indiividual run sizze) until the ppresent, when
n abundance ranges from
the 10s to
o low 100s of spawning coho (NMFS 2012).
7F

Coho werre observed in
n the Grape/W
Wine system in 1998 (DFG
G 2006). As paart of their co
oho monitorin
ng
program, the Universitty of Californiia Cooperativve Extension aand CA Sea Grant (UCCE/C
CSG) have
ence of unclip
pped (wild) juvenile coho i n Grape and Wine creeks during the
documentted the prese
summer of
o 2011, and in
i Grape Cree
ek during the summer of 22012 (UCCE/C
CSG unpublish
hed data).
These juveniles were liikely progenyy of hatchery‐‐released aduult coho that w
were released
d into Mill
Creek as juveniles and detected on Passive Integgrated Transpponder (PIT) ttag antennas in Grape
Creek durring the winte
ers of 2010‐20
011 and 2011
1‐2012 (Obeddzinski pers. ccomm. 2012).
d into Mill Cre
eek, a tributaary of Dry Creeek entering D
Dry Creek
Since 2004, coho have been stocked
approximately 6.5 mile
es downstream from the Grape
G
Creek cconfluence. Itt has been speeculated thatt
this effortt could result in a source
populatio
on for Grape and
a Wine Creek
coho (NM
MFS 2007). Eviidence for thiis
was obserrved during the winters off
2010‐2011 and 2011‐2
2012, when PIT
dult coho rele
eased as juven
niles
tagged ad
into the Mill
M Creek wattershed were
e
detected on PIT tag an
ntennas in Graape
n
Creek. (Fivve adults werre detected in
2010‐2011, and five in 2011‐2012.)
Grape and
d Wine creeks provide 2.3 and
1.8 stream
m miles of ste
eelhead criticaal
Figurre 14. Juvenile ccoho in Grape Crreek (Source: UC
CCE/SeaGrant)
habitat, re
espectively (N
NMFS 2007). The
T
vast majo
ority of this arrea has been surveyed
s
by both
b
DFW an d NMFS. The following summarizes thee
findings of
o various hab
bitat surveys of
o these creekks over time.
In a 1976 survey reporrt, Grape and Wine creeks were noted tto “provide b
both winter an
nd summer
w as extend fair steelhead nursery andd spawning h
habitat approxximately 4
flow to Drry Creek as well
miles” (DFFG 1976a). Su
uitable habitaat for salmoniids occurs in tthe upper and
d lower portions of Grape

8

“Indepen
ndent” populattions are those with a high likkelihood of perrsisting over 1000‐year time sccales
(Bjorkstedtt et al. 2005).
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Creek (and less in the middle
m
sectio
on). The surve
ey report notees, "A major llimiting factor in this creekk
n the summerr..." (DFG 197
76a). Notably,, the surveyors also conclu
uded, "The
is the veryy low flows in
simultane
eous operatio
on of the three agriculturall diversions d uring summeer flows may pose fish
survival problems..." (D
DFG 1976a). The
T surveyorss also found a scarcity of d
deep pools an
nd good
spawning gravels in Grrape Creek.
In Wine Creek,
C
the survvey found "only fair spawn
ning habitat" and "relativeely poor nurseery area in th
he
lower porrtion of Wine Creek" due laargely to drying conditionss in the summ
mer. The uppeer creek was
considere
ed "fair spawn
ning habitat and
a nursery area" (DFG 19 76b). The surrvey report sttates, "A
major limiting factor of this entire stream
s
is the low water floows in the sum
mmer." The ssurveyors also
o
t creek.
noted a laack of spawning gravel in the
A 1998 Grrape Creek su
urvey produce
ed observatio
ons of age 0+ and 1+ steelh
head and thee subsequent
report (DFFG 2006a) inccluded observvations of ste
eelhead spaw ning in 1999. The survey rreport
concluded
d, "...few 1+ fish
f were obse
erved indicatting poor rearring condition
ns the year beefore or poorr
holding‐over condition
ns in general. Overall, habitat conditionns for both steeelhead and ccoho have
o
time" (D
DFG 2006a). Lo
ower Grape Creek
C
was fouund to have "eroding streaam banks" an
nd
declined over
"lack of riparian habitaat." Upstream
m reaches werre said to havve "many opp
portunities" fo
or improving
instream shelter and decreasing
d
bank erosion.
Wine Cree
ek also was surveyed in 19
998, and prod
duced observaations of steeelhead juveniles and threee
juvenile coho. The subsequent repo
ort states, "Th
he best spawnning habitat iin the [Grape Creek]
watershed
d exists in the
e middle porttion of Wine Creek.
C
The beest rearing haabitat exists w
within the
middle an
nd upper porttions of Wine Creek" (DFG 2006b). Like Grape Creekk, the lower portion of
Wine Cree
ek was found
d to have "ero
oding stream banks" and " lack of ripariaan habitat," w
while
upstream reaches were said to have
e "many oppo
ortunities" foor improving iinstream shelter and
on. The mid‐w
watershed barrier was recoommended for modification since
decreasing bank erosio
suitable upstream
u
habitat was
observed to be under‐utilized.
d Wine creeks surveys
Grape and
occurred in March 200
07 (NMFS
2007). At that time, juvvenile
d were observved
steelhead
throughout the lower 1.5 miles of
eek, as well ass adult
Grape Cre
steelhead
d and steelheaad redds. In
the lowesst reach (of fo
our reaches),
Figure 15. Steeelhead spawning in Grape Creek
(Source: Q
Quivira Vineyard
ds and Winery)
habitat im
mpairments in
ncluded
extensive modification
n of the riparian corridor, passage
p
barrieers, high finee sediment deelivery and
ock.
direct acccess by livesto
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Juvenile steelhead and
d steelhead re
edds also werre observed inn Wine Creekk in the 2007 survey,
throughout the lowestt one mile of the
t stream (N
NMFS 2007). TThe survey allso noted extensive
riparian encroachmentt, high amoun
nts of invasive
e species in t he riparian co
orridor, high ffine sediment
delivery (p
particularly associated witth road construction), likelly effects of removing woo
od from the
channel and the presence of passagge barriers. Wine
W Creek waas said to sufffer from "acu
ute
sedimentation problem
ms" that "wou
uld necessitatte a coordinaated, watersh
hed‐wide effort that
addressess roads, past and
a present impacts from land use, reppair of human
n‐related erossion sites, and
alleviation
n of channelizzation and rip
parian encroaachment" (NFFMS 2007, p. 54).

2.5

Facctors Limitin
ng Salmon Recovery

2.5.1 Barriers
e reviewed po
otential fish passage
p
barrieers in Grape aand Wine creeeks, using thee
As part off this plan, we
stream su
urvey reports,, the DFW’s Passage
P
Assesssment Databbase (PAD), a comprehensiive Russian
River basiin fish passage evaluation (Taylor et al. 2003) and sitte visits. The following dettails our
findings, with
w the concclusion that no total fish paassage barrieers occur in either Grape C
Creek or Winee
Creek. At least four barrier modificaation projectss (one on low
wer Grape Creeek and three on Wine
e considered priorities for the basin. Th
he locations oof the barrierss discussed beelow are
Creek) are
shown on
n Figure 16.

Figure 16. Docum
mented passage barriers in the G
Grape Creek watershed
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f passage barriers
b
were noted in a 19
976 survey off Grape Creekk including a d
diversion dam
m
Multiple fish
at approxximately RM 0.2
0 (PAD 7166
674), a box cu
ulvert at the W
West Dry Creeek Road crosssing (RM 0.3;
PAD 7121
169) and diverrsion dams att RM 0.35 and
d RM 1.4. Addditional PAD‐‐listed barrierrs on Grape
Creek con
nsist of two Wine
W
Creek Roaad crossings (PAD
716676, 712173)
7
and a dam
(PAD 7166
678). The dive
ersion
dams on Grape
G
Creek no
n
longer operate. The ob
bsolete
flashboard dam in lower
Grape Cre
eek presents a partial
impedime
ent to fish passsage
Figure 17
7. West Dry Cre ek Road Crossin
ng Before and A
After
because itts concrete fo
ootings
and base are still prese
ent, and has led to accumu
ulation of finee sediment up
pstream. In addition, the
c
(Figu
ure 17), identiified by Tayloor et al. (20033) as a priorityy for
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given higher priority (i.e., 40th of 125) for modification and was replaced with a free span bridge.
Modification of barriers on Grape and Wine creeks is dependent on funding, agency prioritization
and potentially landowner cooperation, and projects to address county road crossings or other
partial barriers other than the West Dry Creek Road Crossing do not appear to be imminent (Minton
pers. comm.).
2.5.2 Landscape Modification
Landscape modifications associated with agricultural production have led to substantial losses of
riparian canopy along Grape Creek. Clearing of mature trees, road construction, and periodic soil
disturbance would be expected to increase runoff quantities and velocities and decrease the lag
time between runoff events and peak flows. Downcutting of the stream channels is in evidence
throughout extensive portions of both creeks. The riparian corridor also includes high densities of
invasive plant species (NMFS 2007).
Other land use practices, particularly removal of large wood from the streams, have led to a lack of
physical habitat complexity. Presumably, areas of shallow, low‐velocity water associated with fry
and age 1+ juvenile rearing occur at lower than desired frequencies due to the channel modification
that has occurred. These areas provide valuable feeding opportunities as well as refuge from high
flows.
In 2010, of six reaches studied in multiple streams, juvenile coho survival was lowest in lower Grape
Creek reach, which also had the lowest shelter rating. In this reach survival decreased in months
when the average daily flow was less than 0.1 ft3/s (UCCE/CSG 2012).
2.5.3 Flow
Severe low summer flow is considered the most important factor limiting the quality and extent of
rearing habitat. In particular, portions of the drainage network become discontinuous during the
summer dry season, with pools separated by dry riffles, and long extent of dry streambed. Low flow
is associated with elevated water temperatures, poor water quality (especially low dissolved
oxygen), decreased food supply, increased predation and competition, and other factors leading to
decreased survival, growth and fitness during summer. While the long dry season results in naturally
low streamflow levels through the summer, water diversion during this period is believed to make
low‐flow conditions more persistent and more acute than conditions in the absence of human
development.
The basin experiences cool, wet winters with high runoff, as most precipitation falls as rain. High
seasonal rainfall, low permeability of soil and underlying bedrock, and steep slopes contribute to
“flashy” conditions in the watershed. Additionally, intensive agricultural land use and clearing of
large wood from streams have produced conditions where streams lack the complexity to provide
refuge from high velocity flows associated with winter storms and spring freshets. These conditions
can increase likelihood of redd scour, entrainment of juvenile fish into poorer downstream habitat
areas and other effects that decrease the basin’s capacity to generate large numbers of large
healthy smolts.
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Figure 18. Wine Creek flow
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Until recently, habitat restoration had not included any concerted effort to monitor or improve
streamflow in the watershed. The goal of CSSP is to gather and collect the information necessary to
identify, prioritize, permit, and implement feasible and beneficial projects that restore instream flow
and thereby improve habitat conditions and survival for salmonids in Wine and Grape creeks. Since
beginning our work under CSSP, we have been able to expand our approach within the watershed
through the Russian River Coho Water Resources Partnership. As described above, the Partnership is
comprised of six organizations: CEMAR, Gold Ridge Resources Conservation District, the Occidental
Arts and Ecology Center’s Water Institute, UCCE/CSG, SRCD, and TU. Through that partnership we
have broadened our outreach efforts, added a fisheries monitoring component to develop
streamflow recommendations and evaluate project effectiveness, and are working in four additional
high‐priority coho watersheds in the Russian River.
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3. Human Water Use
This SIP outlines a strategy to address low flow in the dry season. Just as the climate of the Russian
River watershed can place pressures on human and salmonid populations during the dry season, it
can provide opportunities to ameliorate those pressures during the rainy winter. As stated earlier,
the Grape Creek watershed receives between 42 and 46 inches of rainfall in an average year, with 90
percent occurring between November and May. The dry season, from May through October, is the
period when water needs are highest for residential and agricultural uses alike, yet this period is
marked by progressively lower streamflow until rain begins again in the fall. As people who live and
work in the Grape Creek watershed obtain water from the drainage network or adjacent shallow
aquifers during the dry season, this may reduce the amount of water in Grape Creek when water in
the creek is naturally at low levels.
The hypothesis of this project is that we can increase the amount of water in streams in summer by
finding ways that people can either reduce their water use or switch their period of diversion from
summer to winter. This section provides the rationale for this approach to meet human water needs
by switching the timing of diversion and employing small storage projects in Grape Creek. It
integrates a variety of CSSP efforts, including outreach to water users to gather information about
the amount, timing and locations of diversions; GIS modeling efforts; water rights research; and
analysis using the SWRCB Policy for Maintaining Instream Flows.
This section (a) describes water rights in the watershed and details why they alone do not provide
an accurate estimate of water use and need, (b) describes water need across the watershed at an
annual scale by compiling water use information (where available for individual properties) and
estimates of water use based on land use (where more refined information was not available), (c)
highlights the disparity between discharge in the rainy versus dry seasons and compares discharge
with seasonal human need, and (d) evaluates the impacts that the current diversion regime has on
streamflow through the year at a daily scale.
We conclude that there is sufficient water available to meet human needs at an annual scale, but
not in the summer, and that sufficient water should be available to meet this summer need through
winter diversion and storage. In subsequent sections, we look at the conditions under which water
can be obtained in winter in ways that minimize potential impacts to fish and provide project
recommendations.

3.1

Human Water Need

Human water need is an important variable to understand the dynamics of human water use and
water availability on a broad timescale. Human water need describes the amount of water that is
required for human uses over a given interval such as a season or a year (Deitch et al. 2009A). Water
need characterizes the amount of water that people can be expected to use over a season, but not
the terms of obtaining the water. For example, a farmer who irrigates 5 AF per year has an irrigation
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water need of 5 AF during the growing season; that water need may be satisfied many ways,
including diversion from streams or nearby groundwater during summer or through storage into a
reservoir during winter for use in summer. We use this section to compare the amount of water that
humans require for various uses over the year and then distinguish between winter and summer
seasons to illustrate streamflows that could be expected from Grape Creek over those same time
periods. We use this comparison of human water need and available supply to inform the
recommendations that follow in Section 5.

3.2

Water Need and Water Rights

One way to view the amount of water people need for various uses over the year in the Grape Creek
watershed is through the rights that people have to take water from the Grape Creek drainage
network. The SWRCB’s Electronic Water Rights Information Management System (eWRIMS)
database lists water rights on file with the SWRCB throughout the state of California. As of 2012,
two water rights for water diverted from the Grape Creek system are listed in the database (Figure
19). 9 The first water right (Application 016163, License 009846) is held by Michel‐Schlumberger
Partners LP 10 along with multiple non‐primary owners. The license is for a maximum direct diversion
rate of 0.19 ft3/s from May 1 through October 1 and the maximum diversion amount is 17.5 AF per
year. It also includes a bypass term stating that the licensee “shall by‐pass 100 [gallons per minute]
or the natural flow of the stream, whichever is less at the point of diversion between November 1 of
each year and June 1 of the succeeding year for the preservation of fish life” (SWRCB, License 9846).
8F

9F

The second water right is a pending application for Michel‐Schlumberger Partners LP. The
application is for diversion (A031735) from an unnamed stream tributary to Wine Creek to an on‐
stream 49 AF pond for vineyard (and olive) irrigation from November 1 through May 31. 11 Together,
these two water rights total 66.5 AF per year.
10F

9

Note that some landowners have points of diversion outside the Grape Creek watershed –Dry Creek or
unnamed streams adjacent to the Grape Creek watershed ‐‐ and places of use within the watershed.
10
The entry is misspelled in eWRIMS as Michel‐Schlumberer Partners LP.
11
DFG, the Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA), and Trout Unlimited protested the pending water right
application. TU protested the application, not because TU disagrees with the storage project – indeed, the
storage probably provides a better alternative to direct diversion from Wine or Grape creeks ‐‐ but rather
because protesting provided a seat at the table and an avenue to continue to work with applicants through
the water rights process.
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It is posssible to have a valid riparian water
w
right thaat is not entereed into the system, but riparian right
holders should file statem
ments of diverssion and use with
w SWRCB; w
when they do, their claimed w
water right
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m
for rriparian right holders to file sstatements of
appears in eWRIMS. Until recently, the
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Annual Scale: Human Land and Water Use

More comprehensive estimates of water need for various human activities can be developed in
Grape Creek based on regional water needs for each type of activity. Activities in the Grape Creek
watershed include agricultural irrigation, frost protection, domestic use, and industrial uses (for
wineries).
We estimate vineyard water need as the sum of vineyards in the watershed multiplied by a per‐acre
water need value; conventional estimates of vineyard irrigation water need in Sonoma County on a
per‐acre basis is 0.67 AF per acre. To determine vineyard coverage, we traced vineyards identified
on aerial photographs onto a geographic information system, and summed the total amount of
vineyards in the watershed. Thus, for the 322 acres of vineyards in the Grape Creek watershed, total
13
water need is approximately 236 AF.
12F

In addition to irrigation water needs, we estimate frost protection water needs for those vineyards
in the Grape Creek watershed that obtain water from the watershed for frost protection. Because of
the attention given to frost protection over the past five years, CSSP partners and partners involved
in related projects have made an effort to understand the extent of frost protection water use, and
where possible, find alternatives to drawing water directly from the stream or to using water to
protect grapes from frost altogether. Many grapes in the lower portion of the watershed are now
protected by fans: four fans have been installed in the lower portion of the catchment, one of which
was purchased with partner funds from NFWF and replaces a direct instream diversion on the order
of 1.0 ft3/s. In 2012, one other grape grower in the watershed who had historically drawn water
from Grape Creek for frost protection constructed an offstream reservoir to serve five acres of
grapes. Water will no longer be pumped directly from Grape Creek for frost protection; instead, the
reservoir will be filled from groundwater in winter. Based on his system's configuration and past
frequency and duration of use, we estimate he needed as much as 0.7 AF per acre in cold years, for
a total of 3.1 AF. Based on historical estimates of duration and frequency of frost protection, we
estimate that as many as 4 AF may have been needed to protect grapes in a particularly cold year
prior to project implementation. Managers of all other vineyards in the watershed either use fans
for frost protection, obtain water from other sources (e.g., from small reservoirs filled via Dry Creek)
or do not frost protect at all.
We also estimated the total water need for houses and wineries in the watershed. Houses were
identified through a GIS shapefile developed by Sonoma County of buildings traced from aerial
photographs (Figure 20), and further refined based on known information about residence locations

13

This likely overestimates the actual water need in the watershed for irrigation. Through our conversations
with vineyard managers, we have confirmed that some growers use as little as 0.25 AF per acre; a few others
use no water at all. Nevertheless, we use the estimate of 0.67 for calculations because it reflects conventional
water needs, whereas current irrigation practices may change if management or other characteristics
influencing water need were to change.
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Figure
F
20. Buildiing structures annd vineyards in the Grape Creek watershed
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Annual co
whether the
t water thaat falls on the Grape Creekk watershed s hould be ablee to meet thee needs of
humans liiving and worrking in the watershed,
w
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s
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8
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e 257 AF need
d in the Grapee Creek wateershed represents
approximately three percent of the average annual rainfall annd 6 percent of the averagge annual
discharge (Figure 21). This
T comparisson suggests that sufficiennt water resources should be available
in the Graape Creek wattershed to meet human needs over an annual scale.
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Figure 21. Comparison of average annual rainfall, streamflow, and human water need in the Grape Creek watershed

3.4

Seasonal‐Scale: Comparing Water Need to Discharge

3.4.1 Summer
While the water balance above indicates that there should be sufficient water in the Grape Creek
watershed to meet human needs on an annual scale, a comparison of discharge to water need
during the dry season highlights the challenges for managing water resources in this region. Typical
monthly discharge from Grape Creek can be estimated based on data collected in 2010 and 2011:
based on streamflow records from CSSP gauges, we can calculate monthly discharge through the dry
season. Similarly, we can estimate human water need during summer as a fraction of agricultural,
domestic, and industrial needs. One hundred percent of the water needed for irrigation is needed in
the dry half of the year (236 AF). We can also estimate the domestic water need during the dry half
of the year as two‐thirds of the annual residential water need: additional water is needed for
gardening and landscaping, which frequently comprises as much as half of total domestic water
need (Gleick et al., 2003). Thus, domestic water need during the dry half of the year can be
estimated as 12 AF. Additionally, we estimate that half of the water needed for industrial uses is in
the dry half of the year (2 AF). Based on these estimates, 250 AF of water are needed during the dry
half of the year.
If we assume that human water need is distributed evenly through the dry season, we can compare
average monthly discharge from our CSSP gauge at West Dry Creek Road to monthly water need in
the Grape Creek watershed. This comparison highlights how water need through the dry season
comprises a substantial portion of the discharge early in late spring, and exceeds discharge
throughout summer (Figure 22), suggesting that discharge alone cannot be expected to meet human
water needs during the dry part of the year. These data essentially substantiate and quantify the
objectives of the project from an ecological and hydrologic perspective. As summer streamflow is a
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limiting condition for the survival of salmonids in the Grape Creek watershed, the dependence on
water from Grape Creek to meet human needs likely exacerbates these conditions.

100
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Figure 22. Monthly‐scale discharge and water need in Grape Creek through the dry season

3.4.2 Winter
One of the principal goals of these hydrology analyses is to evaluate whether the water needs in
Grape Creek during summer could be accommodated through water storage in winter. Seasonal
estimates of water need and discharge (e.g., December 15 – March 31) can demonstrate whether
additional water is available in winter for further appropriation into storage (and serves as a
preliminary step for obtaining an appropriative water right from the SWRCB). As a preliminary check
for whether there is sufficient water available for additional surface water appropriation, the
SWRCB recommends a seasonal‐scale comparison of average discharge from a given water body to
the amount of water already allocated through riparian and appropriative rights (including pending
appropriations). The season to be considered is winter; in general, because of needs to protect
aquatic biota that depend on the low water levels during the dry season, the SWRCB will only grant
an appropriative water right for the period December 15‐March 31.
SWRCB policies stipulate that this analysis is to be done using historical streamflow records from a
gauge with a minimum ten‐year period of record, either from within the watershed of interest or
from a nearby gauge. Because no long‐term historical records exist for Grape Creek, we instead have
used data from nearby gauges to estimate Grape Creek streamflow. Gauges in Austin Creek and
Pena Creek provide the nearest streamflow data sets longer than ten years (Figure 23); another
gauge, on Maacama Creek near Kellogg, provides a longer period of record and reflects similar
precipitation patterns to Grape Creek. Using these three data sets, we scaled streamflow values
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Figure 23. Grap
pe Creek and ne
earby watershed
ds (Austin Creekk, Pena Creek, aand Maacama Crreek)
that have USGS streamflow
s
reco
ords for periodss longer than ten
n years

Based on these estimaates, the prop
portion of Graape Creek disccharge that o
occurs betweeen Decemberr
15 and March 31 range
es from 3,000
0 to 3,900 AF in an averagee winter seasson. As described above,
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two water rights within the 3.4 square mile watershed are listed in the SWRCB eWRIMS database.
The senior appropriative water right (A016163) is for 17.5 AF from Grape Creek and the junior
(currently pending) application (A031735) is for 49 AF for a reservoir on a tributary to Wine Creek.
The sum of these represents an annual‐scale water need based on formally stated water rights of
66.5 AF; however, because the senior water right is for spring and summer only, it is not considered
as part of the winter season comparison. Using data from Maacama Creek, which produces the
median of the three Grape Creek winter discharge estimates, the water claimed in winter under
pending water rights corresponds to 1.4 percent of seasonal winter discharge.
For planning purposes, it may also be useful to compare water rights volumes to typical discharge
that may occur in winter of a dry year. Based on historical streamflow data from Maacama Creek
(the median of the three data sets and the one with the longest period of record) and using similar
methods as described above for extrapolating discharge to the Grape catchment, discharge in a
typically dry year (i.e., exceeded in discharge by 87 percent of all years) is approximately 1,500 AF. In
this scenario, in a dry year, allocated water represents 3.3 percent of annual discharge.
The above analyses use as inputs only those water needs that have been formally declared and
listed as water rights by the SWRCB (eWRIMS review, March 2012). As described above, this almost
certainly underestimates the number of water users and probably also underestimates the water
demand in the watershed. Our estimate of winter‐season water need can be augmented to include
one‐quarter of rural residential water need (estimated above as 18 AF annually) and industrial water
need (2 AF annually) during the period from December 15 through March 31. Additionally, a portion
of the vineyards in the Grape Creek watershed is irrigated by water obtained via rainfall and
percolating groundwater and stored in winter that is not accounted for in the SWRCB’s database;
rainfall is stored in a leveed reservoir during winter, providing 4 AF to irrigate a 17‐acre vineyard.
The sum of these is 9 AF. Adding 9 AF to the 49 AF of water listed in water rights, the water obtained
during the winter season comprises 1.6 percent of the average winter discharge in Grape Creek
(using data scaled from the historical Maacama Creek USGS gauge).
The analysis presented in this section suggests that Grape Creek produces sufficient runoff in winter
to satisfy water needs on an annual basis. Even considering undocumented water diversions, the
amount of water taken in winter for human use in the Grape Creek watershed represents a small
fraction (1.6 percent) of the winter discharge. Thus, summer streamflow improvement can be
pursued by storing winter streamflow for use in summer to replace current summer diversions.

3.5

Daily‐Scale: Diversion Impacts to Streamflow

Analyses of diversions at a daily or sub‐daily scale are more useful for characterizing the impacts of
human water use on streamflow. Diversion at such a timescale can be described as demand—the
terms over which water users obtain water from the creek (Deitch et al. 2009A). By comparing
demand to an estimate of streamflow in Grape Creek, daily‐scale analyses can demonstrate the
cumulative impacts that existing diversions may have on an unimpaired streamflow, where
streamflow is derived from historical streamflow data from a nearby streamflow gauge (according to
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the protocols described above under the description of winter seasonal analyses, but instead using
daily‐scale data). This comparison is required by the SWRCB for water rights applications to evaluate
cumulative impacts of existing diversions and additional impacts that a new diversion would have to
streamflow.
We estimated cumulative impacts of diversions on streamflow in the watershed by calculating
impaired hydrographs using the method recommended by SWRCB in the North Coast Instream Flow
Policy. This method scales historical streamflow data from a nearby gauge according to a ratio of
drainage area and precipitation (Equation 1, above) to create an unimpaired streamflow estimate,
and then subtracts upstream diversions to create an impaired hydrograph. In calculating impaired
hydrographs according to this method, we used the nearby Maacama Creek near Kellogg streamflow
gauge (USGS number 11463900), operated from 1961‐1982. We selected this gauge over the Pena
Creek historical streamflow gauge (which is closer to Grape Creek) because the summer hydrology
of Grape Creek more closely resembles Maacama Creek than Pena Creek. (Pena Creek is dry each
year by July and in some years as early as May; and Grape Creek mostly continued to flow through
summer in 2010 and 2011.)
3.5.1 Unimpaired Hydrograph: Baseline Conditions
To illustrate the cumulative impacts of diversions on streamflow in Grape Creek in the analyses
below, we used streamflow from one particular year, water year 1966 (October 1, 1965 –
September 30, 1966) to show how diversions could affect streamflow through the course of a typical
year. Water year 1966 was the year with the median annual discharge recorded at the Maacama
Creek gauge over its 20‐year period of record, and the 1966 flow records contain characteristics
typical of the flow regime of streams in this region of California. In the winter, high peak flows
occurred periodically through the season and recession of streamflow following each large rainfall
event was frequently punctuated by smaller rainfall events that caused flow to rise. Lighter rainfall
in spring provided water to sustain base flow through spring and into summer. Streamflow receded
through the summer until rain began again the following fall. The advantage of using one full year
for analysis is that it allows easy comparison of impacts that could occur at different times of year,
and one year can be simply presented in a hydrograph.
3.5.2 Impaired Hydrograph: Water Rights Inputs
To add impairment to the unimpaired hydrograph, the North Coast Instream Policy recommends
using water rights that have been formally recognized by the SWRCB (and listed in the eWRIMS
database). As described above, two water rights in the Grape Creek watershed were registered with
the SWRCB as of March 2012 (for locations, see Figure 19): a pending application for an on‐stream
reservoir and a licensed direct diversion from May through September. The GIS model we used to
evaluate cumulative effects incorporates the 49 AF of storage as a spill‐and‐fill reservoir, assuming
that volume at the onset of the water year (October 1) is 0 AF: the reservoir continues to store
water (and release no water downstream) until the sum of daily discharge equals the reservoir
volume. (This analysis follows evaluation protocols recommended in the North Coast Instream Flow
Policy, Appendix B; we recognize that the reservoir may be operated differently). At the point in the
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year when
n the sum of daily dischargge at the locaation of the reeservoir has eexceeded 49 A
AF, the stream
m
reconnectts with the re
est of the draiinage networrk.
Based on these water rights data, upper
u
Grape Creek
C
and Wi ne Creek sho
ow no impairm
ment becausee
no diversiions have bee
en listed in th
he State Wate
er Board’s eW
WRIMS databaase. The reach
hes below thee
Grape/Wiine Creek con
nfluence show
w a varying exxtent of impaairment causeed by the diveersion
upstream based on pro
oximity to the
e reservoir (Figure 24). Bassed on normaal‐year stream
mflow inputs,,
from the onset
o
of the water
w
year un
ntil January 3, the reservoiir correspond
ding with App
plication
A030375 near Wine Crreek preventss all water fro
om flowing intto the tributaary to Wine C
Creek
e reservoir (assuming the reservoir has not been fittted with a bypass
immediattely below the
mechanism) (Figure 25
5A). The effecct of this reservoir on unim
mpaired streamflow in Win
ne Creek is a
n of just over 10 percent (FFigure 25B); and at the connfluence with
h Grape and W
Wine, a
reduction
reduction
n of 5.7 percent (Figure 25C
C). There are no other form
mally recogniized Grape Crreek water
rights that claim waterr in winter (ass of March 20
012), so after the reservoirr is filled, no o
other
ent is caused by
b water rights during the period Decem
mber 15‐Marrch 31. Duringg the spring,
impairme
3
the diverssion of 0.19 cfft /s can com
mprise 35 perccent of springg discharge att the point of diversion and
d
100 perce
ent of discharrge by June 25
5 if the bypasss conditions are not follow
wed (Figure 2
26).

Figure 24. Map of impairm
ment in Grape Creek
C
as reservooir with pendingg water right fillss
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Figure 25 A‐‐C. Impaired hyd
drographs show
wing effect of resservoir on tributtary to Wine Creeek: (A) immediately
downstream
m from the rese
ervoir, (B) at the confluence of the
t impaired tribbutary with Win
ne Creek, and (C
C) immediately
downstream
m of the conflue
ence
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Figure 26. Unimpaired and impaired hydrograph through mid‐spring and summer on Grape Creek below the Wine Creek
confluence, calculated by subtracting the eWRIMS‐listed water right from estimated normal‐year Grape Creek
streamflow data (based on historical Maacama Creek streamflow records)

3.5.3 Impaired Hydrograph: More Comprehensive Inputs
The two water rights incorporated into the SWRCB analysis represent a fraction of water users who
rely on the Grape Creek drainage network to meet their needs. Several residences and vineyards in
the Grape Creek watershed also get water either from the Grape/Wine Creek drainage network or
from shallow wells immediately beside the creek (Figure 27), and each can be incorporated into a
catchment‐scale cumulative impacts analysis. We estimated the locations of residential riparian
diversions in the Grape Creek watershed based on aerial photograph techniques described above to
identify houses and proximity to the creek. We estimated vineyard diversions (many obtain water
via shallow wells) based on known irrigation well locations and through discussions with landowners
in the watershed. We estimated residential water demand as 0.022 ft3/s (10 gallons per minute),
and vineyard water demand as 0.044 ft3/s (20 gallons per minute), and included the two eWRIMS‐
listed diversions as well.
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Figure 27. Points of diversion
d
from or
o near the Grappe Creek drainagge network

The addition of several houses and vineyards in the watersheed increases impairment th
hroughout th
he
pairment is most significan
nt in summer.. Winter streaamflow still iss maintained
year, although the imp
through most
m of the se
eason, although diversionss may impair flow by as much as 40 perrcent in early
winter (e.g., December 15) and by up
u to 20 percent during thhe lowest streeamflow durin
ng mid‐winteer
uary 23; Figurre 28). Diversions in Grape
e Creek, abovee and below tthe confluencce with Winee
(e.g., Janu
Creek, impair streamflow by less than Wine Cree
ek; Grape Creeek retains more than 90 p
percent of its
ed streamflow
w through winter. Dry‐season streamfloow is more heeavily impaireed, with
unimpaire
upstream diversions exxceeding disccharge in Grap
pe Creek beloow the Wine confluence b
by mid‐July
(Figure 29
9).
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Figure 28. Maximum
M
poten
ntial impairmentt caused by known diversions f rom the Grape C
Creek drainage network on two
o
days in a no
ormal type winter. Hydrographss show the streaamflow conditioons for the year used in this mo
odel, and arrowss
indicate flow
w conditions on
n the day when the
t drainage ne
etwork map deppicts impacts.
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Figure 29. Maximum
M
poten
ntial impairmentt caused by known diversions f rom the Grape C
Creek drainage network on two
o
days in a no
ormal type sprin
ng and summer. Hydrographs sh
how the stream flow conditionss for the year ussed in this modeel,
and arrows indicate flow co
onditions on the
e day when the drainage netwoork map depictss impacts.

The resultts of this anallysis likely ove
erestimate th
he impairmennt caused by eexisting diversions from th
he
Grape Cre
eek drainage network. It asssumes that all
a diversions exert deman
nd on streamfflow at the
same time
e at a maximu
um rate; in re
eality, all dive
erters do not ddemand the projected ratte
simultane
eously, and im
mpacts of dive
ersions have been
b
documeented to be attenuated with distance
downstream (e.g., Deittch et al. 2009B). In additio
on, this methhod assumes tthat gallery w
wells have an
quivalent to th
he rate at wh
hich they draw
w from the shhallow aquifer; depending on distance
impact eq
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from the stream, this also likely overestimates the instantaneous demand of near‐stream
groundwater pumping. Some landowners also have points of diversion outside the Grape Creek
watershed and places of use within the watershed. For example, landowners have appropriative
water rights for diversion from Dry Creek and other unnamed streams outside of the Grape Creek
watershed. However, a conservative analysis is useful as an estimate of the maximum impact that
instream diversions can have on streamflow through the year, and the results highlight the potential
interactions between streamflow and instream diversions that operate during the dry season.
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4. Streamflow Recommendations
The sections above describe the impediments to a natural streamflow regime created by water
management practices in Grape Creek. Diversions from Grape Creek tend to be individually small
and are well distributed through the catchment; but the cumulative effects of these diversions,
coupled with the natural flow regime of Grape Creek that produces low streamflow through the
summer even in the absence of diversions, likely result in lower flow (and thus poorer salmonid
habitat quality) through the dry season. These diversions make conditions worse for the organisms
that live in Grape Creek through the summer than conditions would be in the absence of diversions.
As described above in Section 3, we hypothesize that shifting diversions from summer to winter will
result in more streamflow during summer. This in turn will produce improved habitat for fish
through the dry season. In order to recommend the management shifts that need to occur in Grape
Creek to create improved habitat for salmonids, we first must understand the dynamics between
streamflow and salmonid populations in Grape Creek, and further explore the benefits that shifting
water management practices could have on streamflow.
In this section, we quantify the needs of anadromous salmonids in the dry season and characterize
the extent of change in management practices that would be needed to reach hydrologic targets
that will improve biological outcomes. To identify these hydrologic targets, we rely on a 2012 study
completed by UCCE/CSG which examines the relationship between coho survival and environmental
variables, including flow, in order to develop instream flow targets and monitor the effectiveness of
future streamflow improvement projects.
Although the UCCE/CSG study does not provide the level of detail and instream flow/habitat analysis
present in the other CSSP SIPs (e.g., the Stillwater Sciences study for San Gregorio Creek and the
McBain and Trush study for the Mattole River Headwaters), it provides a unique data set describing
the survival of juvenile coho salmon through repeated fisheries monitoring in the dry season. A
study of summer survival likely examines the most critical challenge to a healthy fishery: if
broodstock program fish, placed in streams from the conservation hatchery in spring, are not
surviving through summer, then creating conditions to increase summer survival may be more
important than other flow criteria. If juvenile coho are not surviving in Grape Creek through
summer, then this may be a critical bottleneck preventing recovery of coho populations in the Grape
Creek watershed. Additional studies examining flow thresholds associated with spawning and
healthy salmonid growth, such as those described in the Mattole River and San Gregorio Creek, may
be useful in subsequent efforts (depending on the expected benefits and challenges for water
storage projects in the Grape watershed). UCCE/CSG observed that oversummer survival in lower
reaches of Grape Creek decreased significantly when flow dropped below 0.1 ft3/s. Although more
study may be warranted to determine conditions under which coho grow and thrive– rather than
merely survive –the study suggests that even a small amount of water (e.g., 0.10‐0.20 ft3/s) could
increase oversummer survival dramatically.
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Using the minimum thresholds identified in the UCCE/CSG study, we then map out strategies ‐‐
given what we know about the spatial, temporal distribution of human water need ‐‐ to meet those
streamflow objectives. As UCCE/CSG will continue to monitor coho and refine targets, we will
update our objectives, but the overarching strategy is likely to remain the same: fish will benefit
from additional flow in the dry season. Further, as we find below, these improvements in survival
may be achieved with relatively small changes in water management practices.
Finally, since we suggest that small storage projects provide a means for meeting summer
objectives, we need to identify the conditions under which water may be taken from Grape Creek in
the winter to minimize potential impacts to anadromous salmonids during the rainy season. This
Section introduces our study of thresholds for diversion protective of fish during the winter season,
but the conclusions will be presented in Section 5.4.3, as they will inform the permit terms for
individual projects.

4.1

Coho Oversummer Survival and Instream Flow Needs

Through its work with the Coho Partnership, UCCE/CSG conducted a study of over‐summer survival
of coho in relation to flow and other variables in Grape Creek and four other Russian River
tributaries. The goal was to collect baseline information to develop summer streamflow survival
thresholds based on survival data and to evaluate the effectiveness of storage project
implementation to increase streamflow above survival thresholds. UCCE/CSG selected treatment
reaches ‐‐ which were likely to be influenced by streamflow improvement projects ‐‐ and reference
reaches ‐‐ which were unlikely to be influenced by projects ‐‐ and compared monthly survival during
the dry season with other variables (flow, temperature, wetted volume and dissolved oxygen). The
Grape Creek reference reach extends for 755 feet beginning just downstream of the confluence of
Wine and Grape creeks; the treatment reach extends for 755 feet between West Dry Creek Road
and the Dry Creek confluence (Figure 30).
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Figu
ure 30. Grape Crreek UCCE/CSG 2010 study reacches (Source: UC
CCE/CSG)

Working with
w the Russsian River Coh
ho Salmon Captive Broodsttock Program
m, UCCE/CSG released
young‐of‐‐the‐year (yoyy) coho that had
h been raised and taggeed with Passivve Integrated Transponderrs
(PIT tags) at the Don Clausen Warm
m Springs Hatcchery. In Junee 2010, 495 co
oho were releeased in the
eek treatment reach and 507
5 coho were released in the Grape Crreek referencce reach.
Grape Cre
UCCE/CSG
G constructed
d and installed
d PIT tag ante
ennas prior too the release to documentt emigration
from the study
s
reaches. From June through Octo
ober, they co nducted mon
nthly PIT tag w
wanding
samples to estimate monthly
m
survivval of the coho and gather ed data on haabitat, dissolvved oxygen,
and temp
perature. Theyy relied on strreamflow datta from the CCSSP gauges in
n the watersh
hed (and their
accompan
nying rating curves)
c
to correlate fish survival with st reamflow.
UCCE/CSG
G found that cumulative
c
ovversummer survival was loower in Grapee Creek than in any of the
other Russsian River trib
butaries in th
his study but still
s within thee range docu mented in otther Russian
River streams between
n 2005 and 20
009. Oversum
mmer survivall was 0.42 in tthe Grape Creeek referencee
d 0.19 in the treatment
t
reaach (UCCE/CSSG 2012, p.311). Generally, survival in the reference
reach and
reach wass high. Notably, oversumm
mer survival in
n the treatmeent reach decreased significantly when
3
mean dailly flow was below 0.1 ft /ss (UCCE/CSG 2102,
2
p.32). W
When UCCE/C
CSG compareed survival in
the Grape
e Creek treatm
ment reach to
o other habitaat and flow vaariables, theyy found that o
of the flow
metrics th
hey included in their analyysis, the numb
ber of flow daays with flow less than 0.1
1 ft3/s had thee
strongest relationship to survival (p
p.39). They alsso found a re lationship beetween survivval and total o
or
p
volume.
average pool
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Figure 31.
3 Monthly surrvival of coho yo
oy released into the Grape Creeek treatment reaach in relation to streamflow
(Creditt: UCCE/CSG)

UCCE/CSG
G will continu
ue to refine sttreamflow tarrgets for cohoo and to evalu
uate the effecct of project
implemen
ntation and water
w
manage
ement change
es on oversum
mmer survival, but for the purposes of
the Grape
e Creek SIP, we
w can draw on
o the study for
f preliminarry guidance o
on minimum fflow targets
for improving oversum
mmer survival in Grape Cre
eek:


n
of daays when flow
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hrough the
At a minimum,, reduce the number
C
trreatment reacch in Grape Creek.



At a minimum,, maintain flo
ow levels thro
ough the treattment reach tthat correspo
ond with the
3
higher levels of
o survival (e.g
g., 0.2 ft /s orr greater) bassed on 2010 d
data.



Th
he study sugggests that “juvenile coho can
c survive in extremely lo
ow surface flo
ow conditionss,
asssuming that other environmental variaables remain within the raange of established coho
preferences” (p.39). In com
mparing the co
onditions andd survival in th
he treatmentt reaches in
een Valley Cre
eek (another focus stream
m for coho and
d instream flo
ow efforts),
Grape and Gre
UCCE/CSG con
ncluded that deeper
d
pools and higher shhelter in Greeen Valley Creek “likely
e
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onsidering en
nvironmental
buffered the effects
ch
haracteristicss in flow targe
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ent (p.40). Thiis suggests th
hat coupling sstreamflow
enhancement with targeted
d habitat resttoration may also yield improvements iin
ovversummer survival.

The above
e section reacches the follo
owing conclussions regardinng the relationship betweeen streamflow
w
3
and fish survival in Graape Creek: juvvenile survivaal declines be low 0.1 ft /s, and appears to be stable
2 ft3/s. Even th
hough these numbers app
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above 0.2
coastal streams with critical salmon
nid habitat. UCCE noted thhat “average d
daily streamflow was not
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greater than 3.5 cfs in any stream reach, and in most reaches was below 1 cfs for the majority of the
time” (UCCE/CSG 2012, 39). These findings help to shape our desired outcomes, and identify
possible mechanisms to achieve those outcomes. Our preliminary goal for streamflow restoration
can be as simple as maintaining streamflow above 0.2 ft3/s as long as possible and above 0.1 ft3/s
through summer. We can thus set our preliminary and minimum target for streamflow restoration
as 0.1 ft3/s additionally to Grape Creek during summer. In summer 2010, streamflow in Grape Creek
ranged below 0.2 ft3/s for a period of approximately 90 days (from mid‐July through mid‐October).
Multiplying the duration of 90 days by the targeted flow magnitude of 0.1 ft3/s, we are looking to
restore a volume of 18 AF to Grape Creek through the summer.

4.2

Framing Management Alternatives

In this section, we describe the benefits to streamflow, and subsequently to habitat, that we could
expect by reducing spring and summer diversions; and lay out the methods to produce the greatest
benefit to salmonid habitat in the near future. If our preliminary goal of streamflow restoration in
Grape Creek is to restore 18 acre‐ft through summer, the next step is to examine whether this
objective is reachable, given water use in the watershed; and then how this outcome could be
achieved given the range and types of diversions from Grape Creek.
Data collected from Grape Creek in 2010 and 2011 can be used to estimate an unimpaired
hydrograph for that stream in the absence of diversions, which can illustrate whether it is possible
to achieve our preliminary streamflow restoration goals. Unimpaired hydrographs in this analysis
illustrate the benefits that switching diversions from summer to winter would have, at locations in
the drainage where streamflow data have been gathered. We have created unimpaired hydrographs
by adding an estimate of impact for each diversion upstream of four reaches where we collected
streamflow data: lower Grape Creek near Dry Creek, Grape Creek below Wine Creek, Grape Creek
above Wine Creek, and Wine Creek.
To create as accurate an estimate of the unimpaired hydrograph as possible, we accounted for
attenuation of diversion impacts across space (i.e., a diversion decreases in magnitude with distance
from the diversion and shallow groundwater diversions likely do not have the same impact as direct
instream diversions) by extrapolating seasonal‐scale water need to a per‐day value, and then
converting the per‐day value to a per‐second diversion rate so it is at the same timescale as
streamflow. We relied first on information we gathered on water use to distinguish between water
users reliant on Grape Creek in the summer and those that were not. Where water use information
was not available, we estimated that rural residences use approximately 0.5 AF per year (162,000
gallons), where twice as much water is used in summer as in winter (0.33 AF and 0.167 AF,
respectively). This corresponds to approximately 300 gallons per day in winter and 600 gallons per
day in summer; when considered to per‐second, this corresponds to 0.00092 ft3/s in winter and
0.0018 ft3/s in summer. We used similar methods for vineyards, assuming that vineyards use 0.67 AF
per acre from May through October (which corresponds to a per‐second diversion rate of 0.0018
ft3/s).
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Compared to discharge through winter and spring, these diversion rates are very small numbers,
and, their removal will likely not cumulatively augment streamflow in the drainage network. For
2011 gauge data recorded at Wine Creek and at Grape Creek near West Dry Creek Road, for
example, the measured and unimpaired hydrographs appear almost identical through fall, winter,
and spring (Figure 32 A‐B). Diversions do not cumulatively appear to cause deviation from the
unimpaired hydrograph because flows are relatively high through this period.
During the summer, diversions are more detectable, but the differences between measured and
unimpaired hydrographs also show significant differences among sites. The Wine Creek unimpaired
hydrograph is slightly higher than the measured hydrograph through summer, although the
difference is not as great as the unimpaired hydrograph for Grape Creek near West Dry Creek Road
through summer (Figure 33 A‐B). The difference in measured versus unimpaired hydrographs is due
to the nature of diversions upstream from each site. Rural residences are the only known diversions
directly or from nearby Wine Creek. Though there are many small residences above the Wine Creek
gauge (it has the highest proportion of watershed diversions per area of any of our gauge sites),
they do not divert as much water as agricultural uses downstream. The biggest change in water
need moving downstream from the Wine Creek gauge to the lower Grape Creek gauge is from the
addition of vineyards, which have a relatively high summer water need (higher per acre than a rural
residence) and add a significant water need through summer. The unimpaired hydrograph analysis
for lower Grape Creek suggests that changing the methods of obtaining water for the 14 acres of
vineyard that take water from the shallow aquifer beside Grape Creek could result in 0.06 ft3/s more
water than was recorded in late summer 2011 (leading to a discharge of over 0.1 ft3/s through the
dry season).
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Figure 32 A‐B. Meassured and unimpaired hydrograaphs: (A) Wine CCreek 2011; (B) G
Grape Creek at West Dry Creekk
Road
d, water year 20
011
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Figure 33 A‐‐B. Measured an
nd unimpaired hydrographs:
h
(A
A) Wine Creek 20011; (B) Grape C
Creek at West D
Dry Creek Road,
water year 2011, with close
er consideration
n to lower streamflow (throughh graphing only sstreamflow data less than 1.0
ft3/s)

The unimpaired hydrograph analyse
es described here provide an estimate of streamflow
w in the
absence of
o diversions, at two locations described
d above, usinng a techniquee that extrapolates impactt
based on water needs at a longer time scale. Thiis method of estimating diiversion creattes a lower
nisms; instead
d, for examplee, if we assum
med that all d
diversions take
impact than other posssible mechan
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water at 10 gallons per minute, or 0.022 ft3/s, then offsetting the cumulative diversion upstream of
the Wine Creek gauge would add as much as 0.24 ft3/s to the stream. This is the same mechanism of
impairment used in the above Impaired Hydrographs section. Given the low streamflow conditions
that occur naturally through the summer and the nature of small domestic diversions (e.g., ten
gallons per minute operating periodically for a few hours each day), it is unlikely that offsetting such
impacts would return a magnitude of streamflow in Wine Creek of such a high magnitude 0.24 ft3/s
if there were no diversions during summer (Figure 34).
1
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Figure 34. Measured streamflow in Wine Creek and predicted unimpaired hydrograph using two different methods:
incorporating a likely depiction of impacts of demand (blue) and incorporation of a likely overestimate of demand
impacts (green)

The results of the unimpaired hydrograph analyses indicate that, even when estimating impacts
conservatively as we have done above, it may be possible to restore an ecologically significant
amount of water to late‐summer streamflow. The analyses also show locations where changes in
water management practices are most likely to have ecological benefits. Our models predict that
offsetting small domestic diversions will not lead to large improvements in streamflow. For example,
we predict that offsetting the diversions from eleven houses upstream of the Wine Creek study
reach will cause only a small improvement in summer streamflow in the reach (though this analysis
is dependent on characterizing diversion rate, and offsetting direct diversions may lead to shorter‐
term improvements locally near where residences divert water from the stream). Implementing
storage projects with residential users in the watershed is part of the solution, but will not alone
meet the objectives outlined above. However, farther downstream in the treatment reach identified
by UCCE/CSG, there are options to offsetting summer water needs upstream in the watershed (e.g.,
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through irrigation water storage) that could result in an increase in summer streamflow by 0.1 ft3/s.
This increased flow magnitude is comparable to what preliminary evaluations have found to sustain
coho salmon survival through the summer dry season in Grape Creek.

4.3

Winter Streamflow Thresholds

Finally, if our target amount for reduction in summer diversion is 18 AF, we can employ strategies to
reduce water use and/or off‐set water use during the summer through winter storage. In order to
implement winter storage projects, we need to ensure that any new diversions do not adversely
affect salmonids during the wet season. To do this, we conducted studies in Grape Creek to identify
the streamflow thresholds that offer adequate protections for diversions to operate in winter (as an
alternative to dry season diversion) while minimizing impacts to steelhead trout and coho salmon.
These studies help to define the threshold conditions that must occur for winter diversions to
operate under an appropriative water right. Because of the potential for spring and summer to be
dry, and because of policy requirements for new diversions, we focused on the flow thresholds that
are necessary to maintain processes that occur in winter, namely passage and spawning, during
moderate and low‐flow conditions. Because of the nature of likely proposed diversions in the
watershed (e.g., not likely to exceed 0.5 ft3/s), it is highly unlikely that proposed diversions would
affect channel‐forming flows. To the extent that they may have impacts on biological processes that
occur during winter base flow conditions, these thresholds can be incorporated into the terms of
proposed water rights to ensure that depth and velocity thresholds for spawning and rearing are
adequately exceeded before water is diverted for human use.
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5. Diversion Management Recommendations
The overall objective for the diversion management plan is to improve streamflows during the
summer and fall months and reduce impacts in the spring caused by frost protection water use. The
primary means by which the people who live and work in the Grape Creek watershed can maintain
their land uses and meet the ecological management objectives is by adding water storage. This will
allow people to shift demand from the drier months to the wetter months. Additional
recommendations include encouraging water use efficiency, further study of surface and
groundwater interactions to inform groundwater management practices and changes, recharge, and
habitat improvement projects that are closely coupled with streamflow priority reaches. These
recommendations and others are described below.

5.1

Priority Treatment Reaches

Through CSSP and the Coho Partnership, we identified all of Wine and Grape creeks below the
points of anadromy as priority reaches for coho. However, these specific reaches are identified in
the recommendations below (Figure 35):


Lower Grape Creek (confluence with Dry Creek to the West Dry Creek Rd. crossing): This
reach contains the treatment reach identified in the 2012 UCCE/CSG study. Adult coho were
documented in this reach in 2010 and 2011 and wild juvenile coho (i.e., fish not produced as
part of the Coho Broodstock Program at Warm Springs Dam) were documented in this reach
in 2011. It is the only reach impacted by all water diversions within the watershed and most
likely to benefit from streamflow improvement efforts. State, federal, and regional funding
sources have also sponsored a series of stream restoration projects in this reach designed to
improve physical habitat for salmonids beginning in the 1990s. Lower Grape Creek is also a
common spawning site, and all juvenile salmonids that hatched in Grape must pass through
this reach if they are to reach the ocean and return as adults to the Russian River watershed.



Wine Creek Canyon (downstream‐most Koch Rd. crossing to the upstream point of
anadromy): DFG reports state that the middle reach of Wine Creek appears to offer the best
coho spawning and rearing habitat in the watershed. The channel gradient is relatively low
and canopy cover is higher than reaches farther downstream. Wild juvenile coho were
documented in this reach in 2011. Projects implemented in or upstream of this reach could
have the added benefit of improving streamflow and coho habitat in this canyon section of
Wine Creek as well as in the lower Grape Creek reach.



Upper Grape Creek (West Dry Creek Rd. crossing to the second Wine Creek Rd. crossing):
Adult coho were documented in this reach in 2010 and 2011 and juvenile coho in 2011 and
2012. This Grape Creek reach may take on a higher priority than the Wine Creek reach
because of the presence and numbers of coho and because Wine Creek reach between its
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occurs in the lower part of the stream below the confluence with Wine Creek. Though these impacts
only were detected twice in 2010, water was needed more than 20 times for frost protection in
upper Grape Creek in 2008 (the year before streamflow gauges were installed on Grape Creek;
water is not needed for frost protection in Wine Creek, which was gauged in 2008).
8

Grape C immediately below diversion site

Streamflow, ft3/s

6

Grape Creek near confluence with Dry Creek

4

2

0
4/16/10

4/23/10

4/30/10

5/7/10

5/14/10

5/21/10

Figure 37. Streamflow data at two gauges in Grape Creek, spring 2010 (a wetter‐than‐normal spring, based on long‐term
averages). Diversions from behind flashboards occurred on May 1 and May 23, 2010.

The project consisted of the construction of an approximately 1.5 acre‐foot offstream reservoir.
(Frost fans were evaluated as an alternative but determined not to be feasible.) The landowner has
discontinued the use of the flashboard dam and instead is using the offstream reservoir to meet
frost protection and irrigation needs. The reservoir is filled with a combination of rainwater (that
falls over the pond footprint) and water pumped from a well. The pump, which the landowner
currently operates just above the flashboards, was removed from the creek. The project is expected
to benefit spring outmigration and spring and over‐summer survival of both coho and steelhead
through a 1.6 mile reach of Grape Creek, or approximately 56 percent of the Grape Creek drainage
network capable of supporting anadromous salmonids. The project is scheduled to be constructed in
fall 2012 and we recommend completing implementation and evaluating its effectiveness.
To evaluate compliance and ensure that direct diversion and use of the flashboard dam have been
discontinued, we will continue to monitor streamflow at our existing streamflow gauges
downstream of the proposed project. The streamflow data will also be used to ensure that the new
project operation and method of obtaining water does not negatively affect streamflow during
spring and summer. Water will be obtained primarily from a well believed to be disconnected from
the stream, and our downstream network of gauges will be used to monitor whether use of the
groundwater well causes negative changes in flow downstream of the project site. Evaluation of
potential impacts can be conducted at a sub‐daily scale (i.e., whether streamflow changes when the
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well is operated) or at a longer‐term scale (i.e., whether base flow is less through the summer under
the new management regime than before project implementation, relative to pre‐project data and
normalized by precipitation). Grape Creek is one of four watersheds in Sonoma County in which a
Before‐After Control‐Impact (BACI) study has been designed, in partnership with the Russian River
Coho Salmon Captive Broodstock Program and UCCE/CSG, to evaluate the survival of juvenile coho
salmon through summer. Baseline survival and streamflow data collected in summer 2010 and 2011
will be compared to data collected in subsequent years to assess the relationship between juvenile
coho survival and streamflow (among other variables) in Grape Creek below the proposed project
site. Because of the proximity of the reservoir project location to study sites, the data collected as
part of the coho survival study will be useful to ensure reservoir operation compliance in the future.
5.2.1.3 Continued monitoring for acute reductions in flow
Working with many partners, we have addressed two significant and detectable reductions in
streamflow in the Grape Creek watershed. We recommend monitoring streamflow long‐term and
analyzing hydrologic data to detect any additional changes in the hydrograph that might signal the
need for additional water user outreach. Our current understanding of water use dynamics in the
Grape watershed is that no sudden drops in streamflow should occur; however, that understanding
is based on current water management practices which could change with new land ownership or
land use practices. Such monitoring would also allow us to evaluate whether the practices
we recommend here will operate in a way that will affect winter and early spring streamflow as we
expect.
Recommendations:
 Change water management practices resulting in acute and detectable impacts to
streamflow
 Monitor the effectiveness of the Upper Grape Creek Project
 Continue to monitor for acute reductions in flow

5.2.2 Surface Flow in Grape and Wine Creeks
Based on the unimpaired hydrograph analysis above, we provide three recommendations for
improving dry season flow through the three reaches identified above: (a) storage for vineyard
irrigation water needs on Grape Creek (Upper and Lower reaches), (b) collaboration with water user
with a pending application on a tributary to Wine Creek, and (c) small domestic use program for
Wine Creek Canyon.
5.2.2.1 Off‐stream storage and conservation projects for Grape Creek vineyard irrigation
The unimpaired hydrograph analysis above (Section 4.2) indicates that the greatest potential for
streamflow benefit in the Grape Creek watershed is through increasing water storage for vineyard
irrigation. While many vineyards that obtain water from the Grape Creek watershed in summer
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meet irrigation needs through shallow wells, these wells may have an effect on streamflow in Grape
Creek by lowering the water table adjacent to the creek. These impacts may not be as visibly
detectable as direct diversions, but they may cause streamflow to be persistently lower in the reach
beside where water is drawn as well as downstream through the drainage network.
To date, one water user on Wine Creek has constructed off‐stream storage to improve water supply
reliability and benefit streamflow in Wine and Grape creeks. Wine Creek Ranch constructed a small
off‐stream pond to eliminate pumping from a stream‐side well during the dry season. Wine Creek
Ranch is a small (approximately 17 acres) family vineyard bisected by Wine Creek. Water for
irrigation was obtained from a well near Wine Creek, and vines are irrigated via a drip irrigation
system. The landowners do not have a frost protection system. The project resulted in the
construction of a 4 AF pond on the landowner’s property. The reservoir is filled through two sources
of water: (a) rainfall over the footprint of the reservoir and (b) drainage from the landowners’
existing subterranean vineyard drainage tile system during the winter months. The growers utilize
the water from their reservoir for irrigation during the growing season and have ceased to pump
from their well for irrigation during the summer and fall. The water they would have otherwise
utilized for irrigation has become available for instream uses. We assisted the landowners in
obtaining a portion of the project funding through the Natural Resources Conservation Service’s
Agricultural Water Enhancement Program; the landowners provided the majority of the funding.
At least three water users rely on wells adjacent to Grape Creek for vineyard‐related and residential
water uses. We recommend working with the three landowners to reduce or eliminate dry season
pumping through water conservation and efficiency improvements, roofwater harvesting, and off‐
stream storage of water pumped during the winter.
5.2.2.2 Work with the landowner with a water right application on the tributary to Wine Creek
As we mentioned above, there is one pending water right for storage on an unnamed stream
tributary to Wine Creek. There may be opportunities – through and outside the water rights
application process – to continue to work with the landowner to develop reservoir permitting
conditions and improve streamflow below the reservoir.
5.2.2.3 Small domestic use program for residential water users on Wine Creek
We recommend pursuing a tank program for residential users in the Wine Creek Canyon reach.
There is anecdotal information that residential water use produces a flow signal in Wine Creek and
the reach provides important coho spawning and rearing habitat. Although we predict that
offsetting the diversions from eleven houses upstream of the Wine Creek study reach will cause only
a small improvement in summer streamflow in the reach—if eleven houses store 50,000 gallons of
water in winter, it would result in 1.7 AF less water drawn from Wine Creek during the summer
(corresponding to approximately 4500 gallons per day over a 120 day period), developing residential
storage may be beneficial especially in very dry years. Some of the need could be met through
roofwater capture and storage.
Recommendations:
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 Improve surface flow upstream of treatment reach in Grape and Wine Creeks
 Complete off‐stream storage and conservation projects with landowners pumping
from wells adjacent to Grape Creek for vineyard irrigation
 Continue to work with the landowner with the pending water right application on
a tributary to Wine Creek
 Develop a small domestic tank program for residential water users on Wine Creek
5.2.3 Surface‐Groundwater Interactions
Streamflow data collected as part of CSSP and other streamflow monitoring projects in coastal
California (e.g., the Coho Partnership, Sanctuary Forest’s Mattole summer flow monitoring) show a
wide range of variability in streamflow through summer (CEMAR, unpublished data; Klein 2012). The
variability in streamflow among sites (frequently in the same watershed) indicates the importance
of reach‐scale characteristics in determining streamflow conditions in summer. Through these
observations, we have developed a general conceptual model for streamflow in summer: summer
streamflow in a particular reach is influenced partly by discharge from upstream, and partly by the
relationship between surface water and shallow groundwater in the reach. We use this conceptual
model to subdivide reaches into two categories: (1) those that remain flowing have sufficient flow
from upstream to maintain surface flow and/or are gaining from the adjacent shallow groundwater
table; (2) those that do not remain flowing do not have enough water coming from upstream to
overcome loss to the shallow groundwater table through the reach.
The reaches of Grape Creek that become intermittent in summer show two different characteristics
(see Figure 12). One reach, Wine Creek immediately upstream of the Wine Creek Road crossing,
becomes completely dry in August and remains completely dry until rain begins again. In other
reaches, such as Grape Creek above the Wine Creek confluence and Grape Creek below West Dry
Creek Road, intermittent pools persist through the summer. The persistence of pools through these
reaches, in combination with very low streamflow into the reaches from upstream, suggests that
adjacent shallow aquifers are near the level of the stream; if aquifers were far lower, the reaches
would be completely dry.
Additional investigations into the relationship between surface water and shallow aquifer levels can
help us to evaluate whether changing groundwater management practices can benefit summer
streamflow through these reaches. These evaluations can help us to determine the relationship
between streams and aquifers. If we find that aquifers are very close to the level of the stream,
and/or that the streams begin losing to the aquifer at the point when groundwater is pumped for
irrigation, then changes in these practices (e.g., removing groundwater wells in exchange for a
reservoir filled in winter to provide irrigation water) may have direct benefits to summer
streamflow. With this information, it will also be possible to quantitatively predict the benefits of
removing groundwater diversions to streamflow.
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Recommendations:
 Encourage and enable landowner‐led projects with streamflow benefits
 Provide resources and technical assistance to landowners
 Encourage landowners to evaluate water use and improve efficiency
5.2.5 Non‐Instream Flow Habitat Improvements
As detailed earlier in the document, strategic habitat improvements can improve conditions for
coho year‐round. We specifically recommend pursuing vineyard road set‐backs and coupling
streamflow restoration projects with projects to increase pool depth. As the UCCE/CSG report
suggests, good habitat conditions may buffer the effects of low flow on oversummer survival.
Recommendations:
 Vineyard road set‐backs
 Increase pool depth through habitat projects coupled with flow analyses
5.2.6 Benefit of Recommendations
In sum, if all the streamflow improvement projects outlined above (Upper Grape Creek project,
projects with three irrigators relying on streamside wells along Grape Creek, and residential storage
on Wine Creek) were implemented, we would expect to exceed the preliminary and minimum
oversummer streamflow goal. The Upper Grape Creek project, when implemented, could be a
significant component toward reaching the 18 AF goal. Implementing some combination of vineyard
storage projects, residential tank projects, and recharge projects could provide the remainder.
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Funding

Costs. Costs can vary widely by project. The frost fan project was approximately $25,000, excluding
costs incurred by the landowner to remove vineyard rows, pour the concrete pad, and supply fuel
tanks and related items. In other watersheds, a 50,000 gallon residential tank has averaged
approximately $65,000. Reservoir costs have varied from $120,000 for a 4 AF pond to (anticipated)
$325,000 for a 1.4 AF pond. Engineering, design, and permitting represented 15‐25 percent of the
total cost; construction was 30‐65 percent; the pond liner and liner installation was 10‐30 percent,
and plumbing and other costs were 10‐15 percent of the total.
Sources. The Wine Creek Ranch project was funded primarily by the landowner with support from
NRCS through the Agricultural Water Enhancement Program (AWEP). In 2009, NRCS awarded $5.7
million through AWEP for water conservation and off‐stream storage projects in the Russian River to
be spent between 2009 and 2014. The Upper Grape Creek Project had a variety of funding sources
including NFWF with match from the Sonoma County Water Agency, NOAA Restoration Center,
NRCS (AWEP funding), USFWS through the National Fish Habitat Action Plan, landowner match, and
in‐kind match from the project engineer. Funding sources for streamflow monitoring have included
the SCC, NFWF through its Russian River Keystone Initiative, and USFWS through the NFHAP. NFWF
and the Army Corps of Engineers have funded fisheries monitoring in the watershed since 2009 and
SCWA has provided significant match for the work. Other public and private funders contributed to
project development and monitoring, including the S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation, ESRI, the Richard
and Rhoda Goldman Fund, and the Dean Witter Foundation.

5.4

Permitting Considerations

5.4.1

Permitting Scenarios

5.4.1.1 Reductions in water use: Roofwater harvesting and conservation efficiency
Projects that include rainwater harvesting have the dual benefit of reducing diversions from the
creek during the dry season (by offsetting summer need) and reducing runoff from impervious
surfaces (roofs) during the winter. The SWRCB has clarified that a water right permit is not required
for roofwater capture and storage. 14 For any project that reduces the quantity of water that users
need to divert in the dry season, landowners, project partners, and funders should ensure that
reductions in water use under any existing water rights are protected instream (e.g., through an
instream dedication and/or forbearance agreement) (See Section 6.1).
13F

This approach has been implemented successfully in Salmon Creek (Sonoma County) through the
Save our Salmon Program. 15 Goldridge Resource Conservation District, Occidental Arts and Ecology
Center, Prunuske Chatham Inc., and NOAA Restoration Center piloted an approach to offset dry
14F

14
15

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/board_info/faqs.shtml#rooftop
http://salmoncreekwater.org/cs/Roofwater_Harvesting.pdf
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season use through winter roofwater harvesting. 16 Landowners ceased summer use under a
forbearance agreement. In Chorro Creek, the Morro Bay National Estuary Program and NOAA‐RC are
currently installing roof rainwater tanks with Cal Poly based largely on the Salmon Creek model.
15F

5.4.1.2 Residential tank storage
Where residential users switch the timing of their diversions from the creek from summer to winter
and add storage tanks to satisfy year‐round use, the projects will likely require a new water right.
(Any valid riparian rights would not allow for storage for the entire dry season.) It is likely that the
diversions will be small enough to qualify for a small domestic use registration. Again, it is critical to
ensure that water no longer being diverted in the summer remains instream to achieve the
purposes of the project, and petitioning to change existing riparian rights and dedicate water
instream is one tool.
This approach has been implemented successfully in the Mattole River watershed through Sanctuary
Forest’s Water Storage and Forbearance Program, and more information is available in Legal
Options for Streamflow Protection (Sanctuary Forest 2008). Sanctuary Forest’s Storage and
Forbearance Program’s approach has included using a forbearance agreement (a covenant that runs
with the land restricting riparian water use) to restrict residential water use and offsetting that dry
season use through winter tank storage, permitted through a small domestic use permit. Sanctuary
Forest has also implemented rotation schedules beginning at specified flow thresholds. These terms
and conditions are implemented through a combination of the forbearance agreement, Small
Domestic Use registration (which includes DFW‐developed terms governing diversions), and a
Streambed Alteration Agreement.
5.4.1.3 Vineyard irrigation storage
Where vineyard water users rely on streamside wells and seek to reduce dry season pumping by
pumping through the rainy season and storing water for year‐round use, water rights permitting
requirements will depend on the method of diversion and the nature of the water source. If the
water user decides to switch from a well to a diversion from the stream and store water for seasonal
use, an appropriative water right would be required.
Where a landowner pumps from a groundwater well in the winter and stores that water for dry
season use, an appropriative water right may or may not be required. Permitting requirements
depend on the categorical nature of the groundwater pumped. Where the well lies within a
subterranean stream (see Figure 39) and water use is accordance with riparianism, the water user
may assert a riparian right to the water. However, since the objective of the projects may require
that water users store water longer than 30 days and because riparian rights do not allow for
seasonal water storage, a groundwater user pumping water from a subterranean stream may be
required to obtain an appropriative water right for storage and use.

16

http://salmoncreekwater.org/bodega‐pilot‐program.html
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Figure 39. Excerpt from subterranean stream
s
map (Souurce: Stetson En
ngineers 2008)

If the well lies outside of a subterranean stream,, the water diiverted from the well mayy be
considere
ed percolatingg groundwate
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ubmit to the ppermitting jurrisdiction of tthe SWRCB.
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c
in the stream. TThe Policy alsso states thatt
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methods for determining flow protections are potentially flexible and may be determined through
local site‐specific studies, if the data collected indicate that ecologically relevant thresholds can be
protected adequately under different conditions. First, the Policy sets a diversion season: diversions
for appropriation can operate from December 15 through March 31. Second, for streams capable of
supporting anadromous salmonids, the maximum rate of diversion from a stream is established as
five percent of the 1.5‐year instantaneous peak flow. Third, a new diversion can only operate if a
particular flow threshold, that flow required to allow steelhead to migrate upstream (termed the
bypass flow) is exceeded. If feasible, the Policy states that a certified fisheries biologist can
determine a site‐specific field‐based bypass flow for a particular location to establish a flow
threshold; otherwise, the Policy provides a series of equations to estimate the bypass threshold
based on empirical data gathered in the Policy area.
Maximum Cumulative Diversion (Qmcd). The methods for determining the maximum cumulative rate
of diversion stipulate using historical streamflow data to find the 1.5‐year peak flow and scaling the
1.5‐year event from the gauge site location to a desired point of diversion. Based on Maacama Creek
data, the 1.5‐year peak flow is 344 ft3/s; based on Pena Creek, the 1.5‐year peak flow is 176 ft3/s.
We can use these data to estimate a range for maximum cumulative diversion rate in the Grape
Creek watershed: Five percent of the 1.5‐year peak flow of Grape Creek based on Maacama and
Pena Creek streamflow data is 8.8 and 17 ft3/s, respectively (Table 1). If we use the conservative
estimate of cumulative diversion rate, this suggests the Policy will allow up to 8.8 ft3/s of cumulative
diversion in the Grape Creek watershed. The current cumulative rate of diversion in winter in the
Grape Creek watershed is comprised only of the small onstream reservoir on a tributary to Wine
Creek; the highest discharge it would impair in the normal year examined in the impaired
hydrographs analysis is 6.4 ft3/s (when discharge in Grape Creek is approximately 380 ft3/s).
Minimum Bypass Flow (Qmbf). The suggested methods for determining the bypass flow in the Policy
entail using an equation based on empirical data that relate the discharge corresponding to a depth
of 0.8 ft to watershed area and average annual flow from a USGS streamflow gauge. For streams
capable of supporting anadromous salmonids with catchment area up to 327 mi2, the recommended
equation is:
.

8.8

Scaled data from the Maacama Creek gauge indicates an average annual discharge of 5.7 ft3/s from
the Grape Creek watershed; using this value, the Qmbf for the 3.2 mi2 Grape Creek watershed near its
confluence with Dry Creek is 29 ft3/s (Table 1). Farther upstream, near where water could be
diverted for water storage on Grape Creek above the Wine Creek confluence, the watershed area is
1.0 mi2; at that point, where scaled average annual streamflow is 2.3 ft3/s, Qmbf is 18 ft3/s.
Additionally, we calculated the Median February Flow for Grape Creek near the Dry Creek
confluence, based on USGS streamflow data in Maacama Creek. Other agencies recommend using
the median February flow as a surrogate for the diversion threshold in Policy area streams. Where
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the median February flow in Maacama Creek was 92 ft3/s, the Median February Flow scaled to
Grape Creek would be 6.7 ft3/s. The difference between median February flow and the Qmbf value
based on the Policy calculation and other relevant studies from nearby streams (e.g., Deitch and
Kondolf 2012, which calculated a flow at depth of 0.8 ft of approximately 20 ft3/s for a watershed of
3 mi2) suggests the median February Flow may underestimate the flow threshold for the Grape
Creek watershed required to protect passage. Environmental flows thresholds frequently do not
scale simply by a ratio of watershed area and precipitation. For small streams such as Grape Creek,
where few data have been gathered to appropriately quantify environmental thresholds, site‐
specific studies provide a format to more carefully assess ecological protections.
Table 1. Streamflow statistics for instream flow protections including those using equations recommended by SWRCB,
based on data from Maacama Creek near Kellogg

Watershed area, mi2
1.5‐year peak flow, ft3/s
5% of 1.5‐year peak flow, ft3/s

Maacama
Creek near
Kellogg
43
4,250
212

Grape Creek
above Wine
Creek
1.23
121
6.1

Average annual flow, ft3/s
Average annual rainfall, in
Qmbf, ft3/s

79
45
118

Median February flow, ft3/s

92

Wine Creek

1.29
122
6.1

Grape Creek
below Wine
Creek
2.79
270
13

Grape Creek
at West Dry
Creek Road
3.2
309
15

2.3
45
18

2.3
43
18

5.0
44
27

5.7
44
29

2.6

2.6

5.8

6.7

5.4.3 Ecologically Significant Standards for Protecting Instream Flows
Initial observations by CSSP researchers suggest that the regionally protective criteria for diversion
as calculated for the Grape Creek watershed may not be entirely appropriate to protect anadromous
salmonids. To further investigate whether these standards are appropriate, and whether alternative
flow magnitudes would provide intended protections, we conducted a study to evaluate the flow
conditions that limit the potential for anadromous salmonids to migrate upstream at particular
locations in the watershed. In particular, we made assessments of water depth and velocity in four
reaches deemed important by virtue of proximity to potential points of diversion or for their role in
providing access to upstream habitat. The study reaches correspond with our streamflow gauge
sites: Lower Grape (Grape Creek below West Dry Creek Road), Grape below Wine, Wine, and Grape
above Wine (Figure 40). At each reach, we selected cross sections through critical riffles for
anadromous salmonids. Critical riffles have relatively even depth profile across their width and
spread flow across a greater width than other proximate portions of the channel, thus posing the
most difficult passage conditions.
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Figure 40. Study
S
reaches fo
or upstream passsage evaluation

To evaluate the critical riffles, we fo
ollowed proto
ocols similar tto the Thomp
pson Method (Thompson
hereby we me
easured wate
er depth at ap
pproximately 20 equidistan
nt points thro
ough a cross
1982), wh
section in the riffle. The measureme
ent incremen
nt was determ
mined by divid
ding the wettted channel
2 At Lower Grape, we measured criticcal riffle deptths through six riffles; and Grape below
w
width by 20.
Wine, Win
ne and Grape
e above Wine, through fou
ur riffles. Our criterion for evaluating th
he potential
for passagge is based on
n literature: iff the depth th
hrough the rifffle is equal to or greater tthan 0.7 ft at
10 percen
nt continuoussly across the channel (i.e.,, through twoo consecutivee measurements), passagee
is possible
e.
We measured water depth through
h riffles on Maarch 13, 20122, during a higgh flow eventt in Grape
Creek. Strreamflow measured at Low
wer Grape Cre
eek was 35 ftt3/s, and at Grrape below W
Wine, Wine
3
3
3
above Graape, and Grap
pe above Win
ne were 29 ft /s, 5.6 ft /s aand 21 ft /s, rrespectively. W
We also
measured
d critical riffle
e depths on March
M
30, 2012 and April 1 0, 2012. The streamflow aat the study
reaches and the results of the passaage analysis are
a presentedd in Table 2. FFor the analyssis of
a
that a realistic flow
w to protect m
migration is 13 ft3/s at the Lower Grapee,
frequencyy below, we assume
13 ft3/s att Grape below
w Wine, 10 ft3/s at Wine, and
a 10 ft3/s att Grape abovve Wine.
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Table 2. Results of adult fish passage evaluation, following Thompson (1972), at four sites in the Grape Creek drainage
network

1

35
Passable

Streamflow, ft3/s
13
Passable

3.6
Not passable

2

Passable

Passable

Not passable

3

Passable

Passable

Not passable

4

Passable

Passable

Not passable

5

Passable

Passable

Not passable

6

Passable

Passable

Study reach

Transect

Grape Creek below
West Dry Creek
Road

Not passable
3

29
Passable

Streamflow, ft /s
10
Not passable

3
Not passable

2

Passable

Not passable

Not passable

3

Passable

Not passable

Not passable

4

Passable

Not passable

Not passable

Study reach

Transect

Grape Creek below
Wine Creek

1

3

Study reach
Wine Creek above
Grape Creek

Transect
1
2
3
4

Study reach

Transect

Grape Creek above
Wine Creek

1
2
3
4

5.6
Not passable
Passable
Not passable
Not passable

Streamflow, ft /s
5.4
Not passable
Passable
Not passable
Passable

1.3
Not passable
Not passable
Not passable
Not passable

21
Passable
Passable
Passable
Passable

Streamflow, ft3/s
4.1
Not passable
Passable
Not passable
Not passable

1.5
Not passable
Not passable
Not passable
Not passable

5.4.4 Preliminary Instream Flows Analysis Implications
The data above provide guidelines describing when diversions can operate from Grape Creek in
winter. The estimated discharge magnitudes to provide instream flow protections can be compared
to streamflow data gathered to determine how often a person could divert water from Grape Creek,
and depending on the diversion rate, the likelihood that sufficient flows can be stored to meet
human water needs in the watershed. If measured streamflow seldom exceeds the protective
instream flows, it may be unlikely that water can be diverted to meet those needs. Based on the
field‐based assessment of flow required for fish to migrate upstream, the bypass at the Grape Creek
below West Dry Creek Road gauge is 13 ft3/s. Based on Water Year 2010 data, this flow threshold
was exceeded for a total of 32 days (Figure 41). (In contrast, the Qmbf value for Grape Creek below
West Dry Creek Road, using the SWRCB equation, is exceeded 16 days in 2010.)
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Streamflow, ft3/s
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Figure 41. Streamflow and exceedance of bypass threshold for Grape Creek above Wine Creek, where the bypass
threshold is 22 ft3/s (9.8 days total through water year 2010).

Scaled streamflow data from historical gauges can provide a longer‐term comparison. Scaling the 20
years of data from Maacama Creek gauge to the lower Grape Creek gauge, the bypass flow is
exceeded on average 31 days from December 15 to March 31. In a dry year (in this case, the year in
which the number of days over 13 ft3/s is exceeded by 85 percent of all years), the number of days
over 13 ft3/s is 12. In a wet year (the year in which the number of days over 13 ft3/s is exceeded by
15 percent of all years), the number of days over 13 ft3/s is 50.
These comparisons have important implications for water management expectations in the Grape
creek watershed. For example, if a water right holder can divert from Grape Creek below West Dry
Creek Road only when the flow allows fish to move upstream, this is a total of 32 days in an average
year. These scenario analyses are most important in dry‐type years. During a dry type year, a
diverter may expect to divert no more than 12 days from Grape Creek below West Dry Creek Road,
likely resulting in much less water obtained (assuming a similar diversion rate) in a dry year than in a
normal year.
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6. Long Term Strategy for Ensuring Durable Results
6.1

Mechanisms for Protecting Saved Water

6.1.1 Forbearance Agreements
Forbearance agreements have evolved as one of the tools for protecting instream flow gains
achieved through storage and other water conservation projects. It is a covenant that runs with the
land and is recorded with the county property records. Forbearance agreements have been used in
the Mattole River Headwaters, Salmon Creek (Sonoma County), Grape Creek (Sonoma County), and
Green Valley Creek (Sonoma County). In general, a forbearance agreement sets forth the
responsibilities as between the project proponent (e.g., Sanctuary Forest in the Mattole and Gold
Ridge Resource Conservation District in Salmon Creek and Green Valley Creek) and the landowner
and/or water user. It specifies the terms under which diversions and other water management
practices can be initiated and must be ceased.
6.1.2 Instream Dedications (Water Code Section 1707)
In addition to entering into forbearance agreements, water users may initiate a change petition to
dedicate their water right – or a portion of a water right – to instream uses during the dry season
under California Water Code Section 1707. In some cases, either a forbearance agreement or a
water right change to instream flow could be sufficient to ensure fisheries and public benefit, but
there are other factors to consider in determining when a water right change could be valuable and
necessary.
The main benefits to the instream water right dedication are that it offers a layer of protection and
durability for the instream water restored through projects that is unachievable with a forbearance
agreement alone. Specifically, it offers protection as to other water diversions, provides legal
recognition of the instream water in the eyes of the state, and allows funders, project proponents,
and the landowner to ensure that water rights no longer used are not lost to the next junior
appropriator or to new appropriators.
If a landowner is operating under an appropriative water right and ceases diversion during the dry
season, the right could be lost through non‐use. In this case, ensuring that the water is protected
instream – through a water rights change petition – is important. If the landowner is operating
under a riparian right, the landowner would not normally lose the water right as a result of non‐use
(abandonment or forfeiture 17), so some type of forbearance agreement should be sufficient to
ensure that the water right is not lost through non‐use. The main drawback to pursuing a
forbearance agreement alone – without a dedication – is that the water is not protected for
instream uses from other diverters. A forbearance agreement would be recorded with the county
and run with the land (so it binds future landowners) but it would not be known to other water
16F

17

Note however that dormant (unexercised) riparian rights can sometimes be lost or subordinated in priority
in an adjudication.
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diverters or prevent them from simply taking the water we and the landowner put back into the
stream.
A water rights dedication for the water no longer consumptively used can be an important part of
the strategy for ensuring durable results. This could be all or a portion of a water right (e.g., in Pine
Gulch Creek, the landowners dedicated the portion of their riparian water right used for irrigation
during a portion of the year and maintained the non‐irrigation portion of that riparian water right).
This is especially important where projects involve the initiation of a new water right (e.g., winter
diversion and storage) and involve an existing appropriative right, as the right can be lost to non‐
use. There may be cases where an instream water rights dedication is not appropriate. Those
projects would likely include the following types of characteristics: where the landowner has a
documented riparian water right (i.e., not lost through non‐use), does not seek to initiate a new
water right, and where the water no longer diverted is geographically protected from diversion by
others (now and in the future). In addition, cost may be a factor for small projects (where the
transactions costs of the dedication could be high relative to the overall project cost – e.g., projects
like small rainwater catchment). In these types of cases, a forbearance agreement may offer
sufficient protection.

6.2

Monitoring and Evaluation

In the CSSP SIPs, we propose practices that we predict will produce additional streamflow in
summer and fall while also maintaining sufficient water levels in winter and spring, and we predict
that these actions will benefit salmonids. These predictions are based on our best models to
evaluate improvement, but they are not actual depictions of the benefits from the projects that will
be implemented. We recommend continued streamflow and habitat monitoring to evaluate the
actual benefit of these projects on streamflow in the drainage network and to determine whether
the projects have the benefits we expect (or the conditions under which the benefits are reached,
such as in normal‐type years or dry years). Such monitoring protocols will help us and others seeking
to restore streamflow in coastal California watersheds to understand the benefits of these types of
practices, as well as to understand the limitations of these practices given the range of variability
across many years. Continued monitoring will also provide resources necessary for landowners to
operate diversions appropriately and to ensure compliance with the terms and conditions stipulated
in new diversion operations.
Additionally, continued monitoring of streamflow and expanded examination of habitat conditions
will help us to gauge the benefit of these projects on fisheries. If data indicate that streamflow is
greater and more stable through summer, and rearing habitat quality and juvenile summer survival
do not increase, other factors may need to be considered to achieve the goal of creating a healthy
fishery in Grape Creek. We note that streamflow is not the only factor limiting the persistence of a
healthy fishery in Grape Creek, and work to increase streamflow in summer and continued fisheries
resource monitoring will help us to understand the most significant additional challenges facing
anadromous salmonids in the watershed.
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The current operation of these gauges is funded by NFWF for a series of management and scientific
purposes described in the Russian River Coho Salmon KIBP. Additional NFWF‐funded coho salmon
monitoring will be conducted to evaluate the survival of stocked and/or wild fish at two locations in
Grape Creek below the projects. Grape Creek is one of four watersheds in Sonoma County in which a
Before‐After Control‐Impact (BACI) study has been designed, in partnership with the Russian River
Coho Salmon Captive Broodstock Program and UCCE/CSG, to evaluate the survival of juvenile coho
salmon through summer. In two study reaches downstream of the project site, PIT tagged juvenile
coho will be stocked each June and monitored through the summer season. Portable PIT tag
detection wands will be used to track monthly abundance and survival of coho in each reach
between June and October. Relationships will be developed between survival data and continuous
stream flow and temperature data as well as a series of environmental metrics collected on a
monthly basis (pool depth, wetted area, and dissolved oxygen). Data collected during the summers
of 2010 and 2011 will serve as a baseline for documenting post‐project flow‐related improvements
to juvenile coho oversummer survival. Depending on the overall success of the project and other
factors, NFWF could provide long‐term funding for streamflow and fisheries monitoring in the
watershed under the KIBP.

6.3

Potential Threats

A significant amount of work has been completed to improve instream flow for fish populations in
Grape Creek. We are evaluating the risk that future events will compromise the gains made today
and are preparing a series of actions to guard against that possibility. Potential threats include:


Land use changes. Land use change is a threat to streamflow gains in the Grape Creek
watershed. Although the human footprint remains limited and development pressures are
lesser here than in most places, the headwaters has seen some growth in newly developed
residences and road development. At least one property changed ownership during the course
of the project. Although we have developed relationships with landowners and many have
agreed to collaborate on and implement projects, we must ensure that any streamflow
improvements can withstand land use and ownership changes in the long‐term.



Non‐participants. The success of the program depends on our ability to continue to recruit new
landowners. This is necessary not only to reach the objectives, but also because having a high
concentration of participants also helps ensure that water savings by landowners are not
captured by other landowners rather than the stream. In addition, high participation creates a
cultural climate conducive to water conservation and discourages water waste. Success breeds
success.



Lack of funding for water storage. Funding needs are discussed in a previous section, but it is
worth noting again here. All progress is subject to funding. Moreover, no one expects public
funds to pay for all restoration, even though the public does benefit from the projects. To date,
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three fans have been installed with private funds, an off‐stream storage pond has been installed
with significant landowner contribution, and an off‐stream storage pond has been installed with
public and other funding. Private and public funds are tighter than ever. We anticipate that
funding will be the main limiting factor for how quickly the project can progress.


Lack of funding for monitoring. As mentioned above, long‐term monitoring is important for
ensuring compliance with water management conditions, for identifying changes in streamflow
associated with water management practices, and for evaluating whether our proposed projects
when implemented have the benefit we predict. Without additional resources for monitoring,
we will not learn whether the projects implemented in Grape Creek are sufficient to restore
streamflow beyond our identified thresholds and whether the results are long‐lasting. Funding
for any type of monitoring is generally considered a major challenge of these types of projects,
and we anticipate that monitoring after projects are implemented (while critical to
understanding their success) will be even less attractive.



Climate change. Although future effects of climate change cannot be quantified or predicted
precisely, we consider it a strong risk factor for the future.

6.4

Recommendations



Instream Dedications. Consider using section 1707 of the Water Code to change some of the
existing riparian rights that will no longer be used (because the landowners have substituted
stored water) to instream flow purpose and place of use.



North Coast Instream Flow Policy. Ensure implementation of the Policy for Maintaining
Instream Flows in Northern California Coastal Streams. The policy provides greater assurances
that streamflow/fisheries enhancement projects will not be undermined by future projects or
existing, illegal projects: it includes cumulative effects standards for evaluating new water right
applications, it establishes a season of diversion outside of the dry season, it prohibits new on‐
stream reservoirs and dams, it requires mitigation for existing, unauthorized on‐stream dams,
and it includes a written enforcement policy. In addition, the Policy requires comprehensive
monitoring and reporting of new diversions (and potentially, petitions for change) and
comprehensive stream gauging; more data and a more accurate accounting of human water
demand will only help efforts to restore streamflow. If fully implemented and evaluated for
effectiveness, the policy provides a robust regulatory tool for ensuring the long‐term success
and benefit of water rights changes to enhance instream flow and will strengthen existing water
rights for instream and consumptive beneficial uses.



Stable funding. Develop a stable source of funding for gauges and a robust monitoring program.
As mentioned above, a wealth of information can be learned about the success of streamflow
restoration projects through monitoring. We also acknowledge that low streamflow through
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summer may not be the only limitation to a healthy fishery in Grape Creek: flow in other times
of year, as well as habitat features, may pose additional challenges to sustaining a consistent
salmonid population. We recommend developing a source of continued monitoring throughout
the Grape Creek watershed for streamflow and fish populations (much of which has been
proposed for funding from the NFWF for the next few years), as well as funding to develop
linkages between streamflow and other salmonid life history thresholds (e.g., sufficient flow for
food production and rearing in spring).


Recharge. Comprehensive streamflow improvement will require not only changes in how
diversions are managed, but also the development, siting and design of recharge projects that
slow, spread, and sink water across the landscape (e.g., capturing roofwater for recharge,
managing stormwater runoff for maximum recharge, etc.).



Incentives for Participation. Creating additional incentives for water users and decreasing the
transaction costs associated with projects can help facilitate additional projects. As we described
above, we have worked to decrease hurdles to participation by working with the SWRCB to
clarify that rainwater harvesting does not require a water right and to disseminate better
information about instream dedications. We also worked with the Wine Institute to pass
legislation (Assembly Bill 964 in 2011, sponsored by Assemblymembers Huffman and Chesbro)
to allow registrations for certain small farm ponds similar to the Small Domestic Use process,
and we helped secure language in the North Coast Instream Flow Policy that allows for
expedited permitting of streamflow improvement projects.
Since winegrape farming and wine‐making characterizes the Grape Creek watershed, efforts to
link salmon and wine consumers with participants can create additional incentives for water
users to participate in streamflow projects and encourage consumers to support sustainable
agriculture. For example, (a) we created Have Your Salmon and Eat it Too: California, a booklet
with recipes for salmon and salmon conservation highlighting the importance of instream flow
in Wine Country; (b) worked with Pacific Market (a popular local market in Sonoma County) to
organize an event to link consumers to the sources of their fish and wine (Pacific Market agreed
to run specials on the wine from landowners partnering with us on flow improvement projects,
and we encouraged consumers to continue to support businesses that are taking actions to
support salmon and healthy salmon habitat); (c) worked with Martorana Family Vineyards – the
vineyard and winery that installed a frost fan and ceased water diversion for frost protection –
to write an article for TU’s WhyWild Newsletter – which was distributed to thousands of chefs,
restaurateurs, fish retailers and wholesalers, interested consumers, and foodies – and to
organize a Bike‐Wine‐Fish event celebrating both wine and fisheries restoration. Finally, some
partners have initiated their own projects. After implementing a habitat restoration project on
Grape Creek, Quivira Vineyards and Winery created “Steelhead Red” a wine that celebrates the
fisheries conservation efforts. Highlighting the good work of landowner partners in the
marketplace can help create additional incentives for participation.
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Recommendations:
 As cooperative streamflow improvement projects are implemented, consider using
section 1707 of the Water Code to change some of the riparian rights that will no longer
be used (because the landowners have substituted stored water) to instream flow
purpose and place of use
 Ensure implementation of the Policy for Maintaining Instream Flows in Northern
California Coastal Streams
 Develop stable source of funding for gauges and monitoring
 Incorporate recharge projects into long‐term streamflow improvement efforts
 Create incentives that motivate and enable landowners and water users to make
beneficial changes
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Appendix A. Recovery Plan Actions Implemented by CSSP
CSSP addresses and implements recommendations and actions identified in the following public
planning documents:
Central California Coast Coho Recovery Plan
The Central California Coast Coho Recovery Plan identified Grape and Wine creek as Core Priority
Area for CCC coho and deemed the threat to summer rearing juvenile fish from water diversion and
impoundments in the Russian River watershed to be "very high" (i.e., the highest threat level)
(NMFS 2012). The efforts under CSSP are consistent with and represent progress toward the
following recovery plan objectives and recovery actions listed for the Russian River:
RR‐CCC‐4.1.1.2

Promote, via technical assistance and/or regulatory action, the reduction
of water use affecting the natural hydrograph, development of alternative
water sources, and implementation of diversion regimes protective of the
natural hydrograph.

RR‐CCC‐4.1.1.3

Avoid and/or minimize the adverse effects of water diversion on coho
salmon by establishing: a more natural hydrograph, by‐pass flows, season
of diversion and off‐stream storage.

RR‐CCC‐4.1.2.1

Reduce the rate of frost protection and domestic drawdown in the spring.

RR‐CCC‐4.1.2.2

Assess and map water diversions.

RR‐CCC‐4.2.1.1

Develop cooperative projects with private landowners to conserve
summer flows based on the results of the NFWF efforts.

RR‐CCC‐4.2.2.1

Work with SWRCB and landowners to improve over‐summer survival of
juveniles by re‐establishing summer baseflows (from July 1 to October 1)
in rearing reaches that are currently impacted by water use.

RR‐CCC‐4.2.2.2

Work with SWRCB and landowners to improve flow regimes for adult
migration to spawning habitats and smolt outmigration.

RR‐CCC‐4.2.2.3

Promote alternative frost protection strategies.

RR‐CCC‐25.1.1

Prevent impairment to stream hydrology (impaired water flow).

RR‐CCC‐25.1.1.2

Promote water conservation by the public, water agencies, agriculture,
private industry, and the citizenry.

RR‐CCC‐25.1.1.3

Promote off‐channel storage to reduce the impacts of water diversion
(e.g., storage tanks for rural residential users).
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RR‐CCC‐25.1.1.4

Provide incentives to water rights holders willing to convert some or all of
their water right to instream use via petition [for] change of use and
[Section] 1707.

RR‐CCC‐25.1.1.5

Improve coordination between agencies and others to address season of
diversion, off‐stream reservoirs, bypass flows protective of coho salmon
and their habitats, and avoidance of adverse impacts caused by water
diversion.

RRR‐CCC‐25.1.1.8

Promote water conservation best practices such as drip irrigation for
vineyards.

Recovery Strategy for California Coho Salmon
CSSP is consistent with DFG’s Coho Recovery Strategy. It directly addresses the following
recommendations for the Russian River Hydrologic Unit: the identification of water diverters,
SWRCB review and/or modification of water use based on the needs of coho salmon and authorized
diverters (RR‐HU‐03) (p. 8.39), and development of “county, city, and other local programs to
protect and increase instream flow for coho salmon.” CSSP also implements the following range‐
wide recommendations:
RW‐I‐D‐01:

Encourage elimination of unnecessary and wasteful use of water from coho salmon
habitat…Encourage water conservation for existing uses.

RW‐I‐D‐02:

Where feasible, use programmatic, cost‐efficient approaches and incentives to
working with landowners to permit off‐channel storage ponds.

RW‐I‐D‐08:

Support a comprehensive streamflow evaluation program to determine instream
flow needs for coho salmon in priority watersheds.

RW‐II‐B‐01:

Pursue opportunities to acquire or lease water, or acquire water rights from willing
sellers for coho salmon recovery purposes. Develop incentives for water right
holders to dedicate instream flows for the protection of coho salmon (California
Water Code § 1707).

California Wildlife Action Plan
CSSP addresses recommended actions in the California Wildlife Action Plan for the North Coast (DFG
2007, p.261):
“For regional river systems where insufficient or altered flow regimes limit populations of
salmon, steelhead, and other sensitive aquatic species, federal and state agencies and other
stakeholders should work to increase instream flows and to replicate natural seasonal flow
regimes. Priorities specific to this region include:
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flow and seasonal flow‐regime requirements for sensitive aquatic species (CDFG 2004).
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In determining flow regimes, the suitable range of variability in flow, rate of change, and
peak‐ and low‐flow events should be considered (Richter et al. 1997).
Water trusts or other forums that provide a structured process for willing participants to
donate, sell, or lease water dedicated to instream use should be pursued (CDFG 2004).
Innovative ways to manage small‐scale water diversions should be developed, such as
agreements to alternate diversion schedules (so that all water users do not withdraw
water at once) and the use of off‐stream reservoirs to store winter water and limit
diversion during the dry season. Incentives should be established for water users to
participate in these efforts (CDFG 2004).
Agencies and partners should encourage water conservation practices and use of
technologies that reduce water consumption by residential and agricultural water users
through incentives and education (CDFG 2004).”

State Water Resources Control Board
CSSP furthers the California Water Boards’ Strategic Plan (State Water Board 2008). The Plan states:
“The State Water Board strives to use a collaborative watershed management approach to
satisfy competing environmental, land use, and water use interests by taking advantage of
opportunities within a watershed, such as joint development of local solutions to
watershed‐specific problems, cost sharing, and coordination of diversions. For example,
instead of the State Water Board and other regulatory agencies establishing and enforcing
stream flow objectives through regulation of individual diversions, water users could agree
to collectively manage their diversion schedules so that needed stream flows are
maintained at particular points in a stream. They could also share costs associated with
developing data and monitoring programs, and work together on projects to improve
habitat at the most significant locations in the watershed. Extensive use of such approaches
using coordination and collaboration, however, is currently beyond the Water Boards’
resources.”
Furthermore, the State Water Board identified the Russian River as one of its first priority rivers and
streams in its prioritized schedule of instream flow studies for the protection of public trust
resources.
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